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Editorial

Dear Readers,

Today we would like to present to you the second issue for the year 2017 of Religions & 
Christianity in Today’s China (中国宗教评论). 

This number includes the regular series of News Updates on recent events and general 
trends with regard to religions and especially Christianity in today’s China. 

On July 1, 1997, the sovereignty over Hong Kong was handed over from Great Britain 
to China. As Anthony Lam shows in his article “A Unique Situation: The Catholic Diocese 
of Hong Kong Twenty Years after the City’s Handover” the Church in Hong Kong today 
faces many challenges, but also unexpected growth.

We continue further with the publication of the “Statistics on Religions and Churches 
in the Peoples’ Republic of China – Update for the Year 2016” by Katharina Wenzel-Teu-
ber, with many details and trends on the various numerically meas urable developments in 
the religions of China.

Religions & Christianity in Today’s China is freely available on the website of the 
 China-Zentrum, www.china-zentrum.de. Additionally, readers who subscribe to Religions 
& Christianity in Today's China will regularly receive e-mail updates providing web links 
to the contents of each newly published issue.

The China-Zentrum is a non-profit organization. For the publication of Religions 
& Christianity in Today’s China we are dependent on the generosity of our friends and 
 readers. In order to help us cover inevitable costs, we would be very grateful if you could 
consider sending a voluntary contribution.

Sankt Augustin, June 2017      The Editors
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News Update on Religion and Church in China 
November 13, 2016 – March 29, 2017

Compiled by Katharina Wenzel-Teuber  
Translated by David Streit

The “News Update on Religion and Church in China” appears regularly in each issue of Religions & Chris-
tianity in Today’s China (RCTC). Since the editorial staff learns of some items only later, it can happen 
that there are chronological overlaps between “News Updates” of two consecutive issues of RCTC. In these 
cases stories referred to in earlier “News Updates” will not be repeated. All “News Updates” can be found 
online at the website of the China-Zentrum (www.china-zentrum.de). – The last “News Update” (RCTC 
2017, No. 1, pp. 3-18) covered the period September 26 – December 2, 2016.

General − Civil Society, Law

December 20, 2016:

Beijing publishes list of Chinese entities permitted to act as  
partners for foreign NGOs

Only a few days before January 1, 2017, when the new “Law of the People’s Republic of China on Ad-
ministration of Activities of Overseas Nongovernmental Organizations in the Mainland of China” took 
automatic effect, the Chinese government published a list of those Chinese institutions designated to 
serve as partners for foreign NGOs. According to the provisions of the new law, all of the approximately 
7,000 foreign NGOs currently operating in China, must now be registered with the police. Not only 
must they demonstrate that they contribute to the public welfare in China, but they must also regis-
ter through a Chinese partner organization, from among those specified in the government’s list and 
which are associated with the purposes of the foreign NGOs. The ‘authorized partner organizations’ 
are almost exclusively entities of the State. Foreign NGOs, which thus far have had no Chinese partner 
organization, as well as those whose previous partners are not on the list, must find a new partner in 
order to register. The search for authorized partner institutions has proven to be difficult since the in-
stitutions referred to in the list are not necessarily interested in such partnerships. Thus, many foreign 
NGOs in China now find themselves in a state of illegality. This has as a consequence that, in many 
cases, these NGOs are no longer able to gain access to the funds in their bank accounts and that em-
ployees who are Chinese nationals can no longer be paid and projects already in the works cannot be 
carried out. In addition, it turns out that it has suddenly become difficult for foreign NGOs to obtain 
an extension of the visas of their foreign employees (sueddeutsche.de March 13, 2017). 
Chinese text und English translation of the list can be found at: chinalawtranslate.com/境外非政府

组织在中国境内活动领域和项目目录/?lang=en. A German translation of the law can be found at: 
China heute 2016, No. 3, pp. 155-163. 
Jan Kwee
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January 11, 2017:

Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou publishes guidelines for  
lecturers of “Ten Not Allowed” actions, among which is the  
dissemination of religion

As the South China Morning Post has reported, “criticizing the Constitution,” “criticizing Chinese Com-
munist Party leaders” and “spreading religion and superstition” are at the top of the list of ten not 
allowed subjects which teachers must henceforth avoid in their lecture halls. According to the news-
paper, the directive shows that the guidelines of Sun Yat-sen University, generally considered a liberal 
institution, show how universities themselves are tightening up control over their teaching staff in 
order to fall in line with the declared party policy of requiring a reinforcement of “ideological work” 
on university campuses. 
The Catholic news agency AsiaNews reported that Chinese universities monitor the religious activities 
of students and faculty among others by means of “leadership groups for religious work” (宗教工作

领导小组). At some universities, they form part of the United Front leadership groups according to 
AsiaNews (AsiaNews March 22, 2017; Global Times Jan. 12, 2017; rfa.org/cantonese Jan. 13, 2015; South 
China Morning Post Jan. 12, 2017).

February 22, 2017:

Anti-corruption authority of the Chinese Communist Party  
announces inspection of 29 leading universities

Peking University, Qinghua University and Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou as well as others are 
among the universities to be visited as part of the 12th round of inspections by the Central Commis-
sion for Discipline Inspection (CCDI) of the Chinese Communist Party. According to the CCDI’s own 
report, the inspections will concentrate on a “political checkup” of each university’s Party committee. 
The CCDI report stated that in December of 2012, Xi Jinping had stressed that the party committees 
must have comprehensive leadership of the universities and have control of the direction each univer-
sity is going. 
Renmin University in Beijing and Fudan University in Shanghai were already checked by the CCDI in 
2013 and 2014 respectively. Ideological control of the universities has intensified since Xi Jinping be-
came Secretary General of the Chinese Communist Party in late 2012 (ccdi.gov.cn Feb. 23, 2017; South 
China Morning Post Feb. 23, 2017). 

March 13, 2017:

Coming into force of the “Provisional Measures for Random  
Inspections of Social Organizations” (NGOs) 

The regulation adopted by the Ministry of Civil Affairs stipulates that the authorities responsible for 
the registration (usually civil affairs authorities) of the different administrative levels are to carry out 
spot checks on a certain percentage of the social organizations (shehui zuzhi 社会组织) registered with 
them, ranging from 3% at the county level to 10% per cent at the national level. The authorities are to 
ensure that the organizations comply with all relevant laws and regulations. There are regular or oc-
casional random checks, which can be made either in writing or by inspectors during physical visits to 
each organization. The results of the random checks serve as a basis for the evaluation of social organi-
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zations and are meant to provide authorities with criteria enabling them e.g. to determine from which 
NGO to buy services or to which NGO to grant tax benefits (full text of the Provisional Measures, 
Chinese title 社会组织抽查暂行办法, with English translation at chinalawtranslate.com).
However, the South China Morning Post of January 16 wrote that smaller NGOs are concerned about 
the extra administrative burden involved in complying with these new guidelines. Registered NGOs 
are already required to submit annual reports to the relevant authorities. 
As of June 2016, there were 670,000 NGOs (social organizations, shehui zuzhi) registered with the 
respective civil affairs authorities. Of those, 329,000 were mass organizations (shehui tuanti 社会团

体), 5,028 were foundations (jijinhui 基金会) and 336,000 were private nonprofit units (minban feiqiye 
danwei 民办非企业单位), according to China’s White Paper “The Right to Development” (english.gov.
cn Dec. 1, 2016).

Religious Policy

December 19, 2016:

WeChat closes all links intended for the collection of donations 
for religious purposes

According to the Global Times, the team of WeChat, a widely used instant messaging service with ad-
ditional functions for smartphones, has issued a statement informing users that all links enabling the 
donation or transfer of funds to religious groups have been disabled and will no longer be permitted. 
The team explains this decision by referring to the March 2015 “Guidelines for Religious Affairs,” ac-
cording to which, non-religious organizations are prohibited from organizing or conducting religious 
activities and also from collecting funds for religious purposes. WeChat’s new policy does not, how-
ever, only apply to donations to non-religious groups or to those which are not registered with the State 
Administration of Religious Affairs (SARA) but instead to any transfer or donation funds for religious 
purposes. This means that collecting donations via WeChat will henceforth be impossible even for all 
officially registered and state-recognized religious groups (Global Times Dec. 20, 2016). 
Jan Kwee

January 25, 2017:

Supreme People’s Court and Supreme People’s Procuratorate 
publish interpretation on the application of the Criminal Law on 
“cults”

Article 300 of China’s Criminal Law covers the offence of “organizing or using secret societies or cult 
organizations (xiejiao zuzhi 邪教组织), or using superstition to undermine the implementation of the 
nation’s laws and administrative provisions.” In their interpretation of January 25, the above-mentioned 
state organs defined as “cult organizations” within the meaning of article 300, any “illegal organizations, 
founded on the pretext of religion, under the name of Qigong or other names, which deify or exalt their 
leaders, beguile and deceive others through methods such as fabricating and spreading of superstitious, 
heretical teachings, attract and control members, and endanger society” (article 1). Article 2 lists the 
offenses carrying penalties of 3–7 years imprisonment and fines, which are graded, for example, ac-
cording to the number of pieces of propaganda material distributed. The recruitment of 50 or more 
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cult members also falls under article 2 of the interpretation. Articles 3 and 4 contain a list of aggravat-
ing and mitigating circumstances. High fines are called for when the cult activities are undertaken in 
collaboration with foreign organizations and individuals; if they extend beyond province boundaries; 
when performed publicly at important places or on State holidays; when government employees take 
part in cult activities or if cults are being spread among minors or in schools (article 8). 
An informal English translation of “The Supreme People’s Court and Supreme People’s Procurator-
ate Interpretation on Several Issues Regarding the Applicable Law in Criminal Cases such as those of 
Organizing or Exploiting Cults to Undermine the Implementation of the Law” can be found at: www.
chinalawtranslate.com/关于办理组织、利用邪教组织破坏法律实施等刑事/?lang=en). 
In addition to Falun Gong, various other groups claiming Christian roots such as the “Church of Al-
mighty God” are banned and persecuted in China, as are others of Buddhist background or inspira-
tion.
 

January 26, 2017:

State Administration of Religious Affairs (SARA) publishes its 
working agenda for 2017

The plans adopted, as every year in January, for the new year indicate the intention to determine [pro-
grammatic] “views” on the work concerning each of the five religions “in the new situation,” something 
which might indicate the need for a reorientation in the work of SARA. 
For Buddhism and Daoism, the plans continue to focus on the “problem of commercialization,” as well 
as on the long pursued goals of achieving “civilized incense offerings,” the “reasonable release of living 
beings” and “ecological temples.” 
For Islam, deradicalization is the primary goal. Regarding halal (i.e., Islamic rules regarding the purity 
of foodstuffs), Muslims are to be brought to a proper understanding and the Chinese Islamic Associa-
tion should be instructed to standardize export certificates. The whole matter of halal must be kept 
from getting out of hand (see the entry of March 29, 2017, in this section). Local authorities should 
be instructed with regard to their handling of the Muslim internal migrants. The handling of conflicts 
between different Sufi orders is another issue on the agenda. 
In-depth education on the principle of the independent self-management of the Church is among 
the work projects planned for the Catholic Church. The self-election and self-ordination of bishops is 
to be carried forward. The Patriotic Association and the Bishops’ Conference are to study the imple-
mentation of the “three-fold system of democratic Church government” [i.e., the “Work Regulations 
for the Catholic Patriotic Association,” the “System for the Joint Conference of Chairpersons of the 
Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association and of the Bishops’ Conference” and the “Management System 
for Catholic Dioceses in China,” all of them not in accord with Canon Law] and will be “supported” in 
their exchanges with foreign countries. Catholics as well as Protestants will be guided to hold fast to the 
principle of “Sinicization” during this year of 2017. There are plans to produce a number of Protestant 
short films on this theme. The Protestant governing bodies should also strive to complete the “Church 
Order of Chinese Protestant Churches.” 
For official dealings with the popular folk religions, SARA plans to continue collecting further experi-
ences on the local level. In general, stability in the religious sphere, the avoidance of mass incidents and 
the management of religious matters on the Internet continue to be focal points of the government’s 
attention. 
Interesting details of the SARA work agenda include plans for publishing a document on the standardi-
zation of services and care for the aged in the official religions. In addition, there are plans for tak-
ing part “in bi-lateral Chinese-American, Chinese-European and Chinese-German dialog on human 
rights.”
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So far, it does not look as if SARA has realistic hopes of dealing with one large topic on the working 
agenda this year, i.e., the increased legalization of religious work during 2017. The proposed promotion 
and regional implementation of the revised “Regulations on Religious Affairs” cannot yet take place, 
since the revised draft presented by SARA back in September of 2016 – despite repeated announce-
ments – has still not been adopted by the State Council. 
The text of SARA’s 2017 working agenda can be found at: www.sara.gov.cn/xxgk/ndgzyd/bs/380338.
htm.

February / March 2017:

Reports indicate that Chinese audio and video platforms are  
systematically deleting religious content

The Global Times, a newspaper close to the Party, has reported that users of the online platforms Xima-
laya FM and Youku Tudou have been complaining about the deletion of posts with religious content. 
In the case of the examples given, the religious content deleted was specifically Christian in nature. 
Employees of the two companies justified this to the Global Times citing orders from the government; a 
Youku representative told the newspaper that, in the future, all videos with religious content would be 
removed. According to UCAN, the Xiaodelan Bookstore, a Catholic subscriber to Ximalaya, posted a 
WeChat note on February 27 to the effect that three of its programs had been removed from Ximalaya 
overnight. A Catholic layman from Hebei told UCAN that most of the audio clips, containing sermons 
and Church news, which he had shared from the Ximalaya website, had since been blocked (Global 
Times Feb. 28; March 8, 2017; UCAN March 10, 2017).

March 29, 2017:

Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region adopts “Regulations on  
Deradicalization”

The new regulations list 15 different forms of “extremism” which are now forbidden in the Xinjiang 
Uygur Autonomous Region, where Islam is the majority religion. Among them are: interference in the 
freedom of religion, of religious belief and in marriage, burial and inheritance matters of others, as well 
as interfering in others living together with people of different ethnic backgrounds and religions. It is 
furthermore forbidden to displace people of another ethnicity or religion from their place of residence, 
as is the dissemination of extremist ideology. Under the terms of the regulations, it is also forbidden 
to decline public services such as radio and television and to foster an expansion ( fanhua 泛化) of the 
concept of halal to other areas than food. It is also forbidden to wear burka-like clothing or full-face 
veils or to try to force others to adopt their use. Forbidden as well are “abnormal” beards. It is pro-
hibited to publish, print, distribute, download, consult or hold texts or recordings with extremist con-
tent. Other manifestations of radicalization forbidden by the new regulations are marriage or divorce 
performed through religious ritual without taking part in the legal marriage procedure. The deliberate 
destruction of official documents such as identity cards and the soiling or defacing of renminbi cur-
rency notes are also forbidden. 
Among the countermeasures described in the regulations are the correct distinction between ethnic 
traditions, normal religious activities, illegal religious activities and extremist actions. The document 
lists the tasks of public authorities and social sectors in the fight against extremism (South China Morn-
ing Post March 30; Xinhua March 30, 2017; the text of the law 新疆维吾尔自治区去极端化条例 can 
be found at: www.xj.chinanews.com/xinjiang/20170330/11798.shtml).
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According to reports in the Western media, pressure from the authorities on Xinjiang’s mostly Muslim 
Uighur population has intensified since the inauguration of the new Governor Chen Quanguo in Au-
gust of 2016. The media report a parade of 10,000 members of the police and paramilitary police held 
at the central square of Urumqi on February 18 and similar marches in Hotan and Kashgar. In addition, 
in November of 2016, all residents of Xinjiang reportedly were required to turn their passports over to 
the police for safekeeping. However, individual attacks have continued to occur, such as in the County 
of Pishan (Hotan) on February 14, which left 8 dead, including the three attackers (AsiaNews Feb. 27, 
2017; New York Times Feb. 20, 2017; South China Morning Post Feb. 15, 2017).

Daoism and Popular Religion

November 13 to December 11, 2016:

Wuhan: Fourth official ordination of Daoist priests of the  
Quanzhen tradition since the founding of the People’s Republic

Nearly 200 male and female Daoists of the Quanzhen monastic tradition of Daoism received their 
ordination as Daoist priests (chuanjie 传戒, also known as the “Transmission of the Precepts”) in the 
Changchun Temple in Wuhan, Hubei Province. The temple is subject to the authority of Abbess Wu 
Chengzhen, who in 2009 became the “first female abbot in the 1,800 year history of Chinese Daoism” 
(Global Times Nov. 16, 2009). In 2015 Abbess Wu Chengzhen was appointed one of the vice-chair-
persons of the Chinese Daoist Association. In the course of the nearly month-long process, the candi-
dates for ordination were first tested, followed by various rituals and teachings of the Daoist masters 
(see the schedule and documentation on http://chuanjie.daoisms.org/index.html). After the founding 
of the People’s Republic and a hiatus of 40 years, the ordination of male and female Quanzhen Daoists 
was only taken up once again in 1989. 
In addition to the ceremonies of the Quanzhen Daoists, from October 27 to November 3, 2016, more 
than 280 priests of the non-monastic Zhengyi tradition of Daoism took part in a ceremony for the 
“Conferring of the First Register” (chu shou lu 初授箓), which was organized by the Chinese Daoist 
Association. However, according to estimates, most Daoist priests of the Zhengyi tradition, who marry 
and live in their families, have no connection with the government-sanctioned Chinese Daoist Asso-
ciation (www.taoist.org.cn/showInfoContent.do?id=2697&p=%27p%27).

November 19–30, 2016:

Statue of the Celestial Master of Mount Qingcheng in Sichuan 
travels with an official delegation to Taiwan

A delegation of almost 100 Daoists from various temples in the Province of Sichuan traveled with three 
holy statues to Taiwan, where they visited about 20 Daoist temples. Several government officials ac-
companied the pilgrims, including the vice-director of the Commission of Ethnic and Religious Affairs 
[CERA] of Sichuan Province. The three statues from Sichuan, including one of the Celestial Master 
Zhang Daoling, the founder of Celestial Master Daoism, were solemnly installed in each temple and 
ritual blessings were performed. The program also included cultural performances such as dragon 
dance and demonstrations of martial arts. The exchange was organized by the Sichuan Association for 
the Promotion of Exchanges between Both Sides of the Taiwan Strait, the CERA of Sichuan, the Daoist 
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Association of Sichuan and the Daoist temple Daodeyuan in Kaohsiung, Taiwan (taiwan.reports.com 
Nov. 21, 2016; Xinhua Nov. 23, 2016).

December 5, 2016:

Conference on the religious policy toward folk religion held in 
Quanzhou

150 experts from the State Administration of Religious Affairs (SARA), religious authorities of the 
provinces and representatives from the “Pilot Regions for Popular Belief Work,” among others, took 
part in the conference, which had been organized to deal with reflections as well as concrete measures 
for establishing a future government policy toward traditional folk religion. In his address to the con-
ference, Wang Zuo’an, Director of the State Administration of Religious Affairs, spoke of the “popular, 
spontaneous, decentralized and regional nature” of popular beliefs and of the “objective reality,” that 
“in the long run they will persist in the Socialist era” (a reference to “Document No. 9” from 1982, 
with which the Communist Party rehabilitated the religions following the cultural revolution). The 
sites and activities of popular belief must be incorporated into the government administration if they 
are to develop their positive effect, Wang said. He argued that good “popular belief work” is important 
for uniting the masses, for resistance against foreign infiltration, for the promotion of China’s excellent 
traditional culture, for improved relations with overseas Chinese and for the unity of the motherland 
(sara.gov.cn Dec. 5, 2016).

From December 30, 2016:

Statue of Caishen (財神), the “God of Wealth,” from Zhouzhi 
(Shaanxi) visits Taiwan

“In order to promote the flourishing of Taiwan’s economy” (according to a newspaper report from 
Ilan, Taiwan), Du Zongzhen, head of the Caishen Temple in Zhouzhi (Xi’an, Shaanxi, PRC), has ac-
companied that temple’s statue of the deity on a 13 day visit to 16 cities and counties of Taiwan, where 
the statue was revered at more than 100 temples. The visit took place at the invitation of Wei Jinxiong, 
Director General of the Taiwanese Chinese Association for the Promotion of Trade, Technology, Cul-
ture, Education and Agricultural Development (Renmin ribao as reported on xinhuanet Jan. 23, 2017; 
Yilan xinwenwang as reported on travelnews.tw Dec. 30, 2016).

Buddhism

January 3–14, 2017:

Dalai Lama holds Kalachakra initiation in India – Reports on  
travel restrictions for Tibetans from the People’s Republic of  
China

Media reports indicate that already by the beginning of January, more than 100,000 pilgrims had gath-
ered for this important ritual at Bodh Gaya, the place where the historical Buddha experienced en-
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lightenment. According to the Tibetan government in exile, the Chinese government imposed strict 
travel restrictions in attempts to prevent Tibetans from participating in the Dalai Lama’s Kalachakra 
initiation. Thousands of pilgrims from Tibet, who were already present in Nepal or India and who 
were in possession of legal travel documents, reportedly were forced to return to Tibet under threat 
of heavy penalties for themselves and also for their families. On January 5, Radio Free Asia reported 
having received a copy of an official announcement from the Tibetan Autonomous County of Dechen 
in Yunnan, which threatened prison terms ranging from 10 days to 5 years for any Tibetan taking part 
in the event. 
However, speaking to the Global Times, a newspaper close to the Party, Xu Zhitao, deputy director of 
the bureau of Tibet-related issues of the Communist Party’s United Front Department, denied that the 
Chinese Government would use threats to force Tibetans to return home prematurely. He stressed that 
there were pilgrims from China attending the Kalachakra ceremony who hold Chinese passports. “The 
number of Tibetans attending the ritual decreased dramatically in recent years after the local govern-
ments clarified to local Tibetans that the ritual is about separatism, and also due to tightened border 
control,” Xu Zhitao told the Global Times. 
Radio Free Asia later reported that many Tibetans, after returning early from India to Haidong in 
Qinghai, were questioned by the authorities and given 500 Yuan for their cooperation; most of them, 
however, had their passports confiscated. 
In July of 2016, the Panchen Lama had held his first official Kalachakra ritual in Tibet. According to 
the Xinhua news agency, more than 100,000 worshippers were present each day of the ceremonies. 
The Chinese government is counting on using the 26 year old government-installed Panchen Lama to 
counter the influence of the 81 year old Dalai Lama among the Tibetan faithful (Global Times Jan. 5, 
2017; Radio Free Asia Jan. 5, 2017; tibet.net Jan. 8, 2017).

Islam

Since December 10, 2016:

One of China’s most popular Muslim websites has been shut 
down

Since December 10, 2016, the URL for the website Zhongmuwang 中穆网 (www.2muslim.com), one of 
the largest Chinese-language sites on Islam in the country, could no longer be accessed and as of March 
31, 2017, has disappeared completely from the Internet. 
According to AFP, a Chinese Muslim student in the United States, by the name of Gu Yi, reported that 
the Internet portal was closed, after he had posted a December 8 open letter to Xi Jinping on a discus-
sion forum on the Zhongmuwang website, in which 54 Chinese students from 10 countries demanded 
the release of activists and called Xi, among other things, the “leader of a totalitarian system and the 
main commander of its suppression.” On the morning of December 10, Xi Wuyi, a Marxism researcher 
at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, posted on her much-acclaimed microblog (weibo) a screen-
shot of this post with the comment “Zhongmuwang is a tool of the evil-doers [...] When will this stop?” 
and later on the same day she added: “Tonight, the good news has come: Zhongmuwang has finally 
met its end.” Radio Free Asia and others saw a link between Xi Wuyi’s posts (which were later deleted) 
and the shutting down of the site. To date, it does not seem that there has been any official government 
comment on the closure of the site.
Xi Wuyi regularly sounds the alarm on her microblog concerning developments which, in her opinion, 
run contrary to the principle of the separation of state and religion, such as in 2016 concerning the 
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(unrealized) proposal for a law on the management of halal foods or in 2013 concerning Christian 
missionary activity at Chinese universities (see: RCTC 2013, No. 4, pp. 6-7 and 2016, No. 3, p. 6) (AFP 
Dec. 14, 2016; rfa.org/cantonese Dec. 12, 2016).

March 11, 12, 2017:

South China Morning Post reports on the growing phenomenon 
of “online hatred” against Muslims in China

According to an article by reporter Viola Zhou, there has been a noticeable and steady increase in 
examples of anti-Islamic rhetoric being posted on Chinese social networks. She gives the example of a 
mini platform on WeChat which earned the initiators, three young Muslim women who wrote about 
headscarves, faith and life, a flood of insults such as “When are you going to go back to Arabia?” or 
“China doesn’t need evil cults!” There was also a “campaign against religious food” on weibo. Accord-
ing to Viola Zhou’s report, slogans have also been appearing, such as: “Why not just kill all the Greens 
[Muslims]?” According to James Leibold of La Trobe University in Australia, few voices can be found 
on the Chinese internet to counter this kind of religious hate and, as a result, there is an ever deeper 
divide between the Han-Chinese majority and China’s Muslims. Anti-Islamic posts seem to escape the 
scrutiny of internet censors though they are in clear violation of Chinese law, something which Viola 
Zhou says in her article that Leibold attributes to the fact that many high ranking party cadres are very 
concerned about the spread of religion in China and make a direct connection between Islam and 
terrorism. In her second article, Viola Zhou wrote that although the government treats the Hui and 
the Uyghurs very differently, nonetheless, many Han Chinese regard both groups as potential threats 
(South China Morning Post March 11, 12, 2017).

Christianity

November 26, 2016:

Shanghai University: Symposium on “Chinese texts and the  
Sinicization of Christianity” – Project to build database of  
historical Chinese-language Christian texts 

About 30 scholars from various Chinese universities met to discuss a wide range of Christian texts 
dating from the Ming dynasty to the end of the Republic. As reported on the internet site Fuyin shibao 
(Gospel Times) the organizer of the symposium explained that ancient Chinese-language Christian 
texts provide an important carrier of the Sinicization of Christianity. 
The background of the symposium is very interesting. Among the organizers were members of the 
project group “Collation and Research into a Catalog of Chinese-language Christian Texts” (汉语基

督教文献书目的整理与研究), led by Tao Feiya, a researcher in Christianity from Shanghai Univer-
sity, with support from the National Social Science Fund of China. According to the reports on Fuyin 
shibao, the project consists in creating a database which will eventually include all pre-1949 Christian 
texts (Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox) in the Chinese language known to exist anywhere in the 
world. The organizers hope to begin by creating a complete catalog of all such texts, with the hope of 
eventually including the actual texts themselves in a full-text database. The report gives no indication 
as to whether or to what extent the team is cooperating with similar projects and databases outside 
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of the People’s Republic of China. But it is reported on the website of Shanghai University, that re-
search students associated with the project have already been searching in Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, 
Europe, the USA, Japan and Korea for material to add to the project (cla.shu.edu.cn Nov. 29, 2016; 
gospeltimes.cn Nov. 28, 2016; news.shu.edu.cn Oct. 31, 2016; www.suibi8.com/essay/8fe9fd-9431549.
html [program for the conference]).

February 28, 2017:

UCAN: Christians in Xinjiang facing new pressures from the  
government

The Catholic news agency UCAN has cited a report by Radio Free Asia, according to which a religious 
official in Xinjiang has confirmed that Catholic underground churches as well as Protestant house 
churches have been warned to end all activities in the area. According to an official of the Bureau for 
Ethnic and Religious Affairs of the Uyghur Autonomous Region of Xinjiang, “They all have to worship 
in [an officially approved] church.” UCAN reports that this pressure is being applied in the name of 
“anti-terrorism” measures, with officials warning last year against the “infiltration of Western hostile 
forces” in the guise of religion. It appears that local authorities are already applying the measures in 
certain areas. One resident in the Shayar County of the Aksu Prefecture recounts that the targeted 
Christian communities in the cities of Aksu and Korla no longer come together. Christians there had 
been warned locally not to meet privately anymore for worship and were told that if they were caught 
violating this prohibition the result would be an accusation of “illegal assembly” and imprisonment, 
the resident said (UCAN Feb. 28, 2017). 
Katharina Feith

March 2017:

Authorities in Zhejiang Province order surveillance cameras  
installed in Christian churches

The U.S.-based organization China Aid has reported that in early March of this year authorities in the 
coastal province of Zhejiang ordered surveillance cameras installed in all official Protestant churches. 
Should any congregations balk at this directive, the authorities were ordered to install the cameras by 
force, if necessary. Security and the prevention of terrorism were given as the justification for such a 
measure. UCAN has also reported that all the Catholic parishes of the Diocese of Wenzhou in Zhejiang 
Province – those of the underground as well as those of the official Church – have also been ordered 
to install such surveillance cameras in their church buildings by the end of March. Priests of the of-
ficial part of the diocese have circulated a text message encouraging the faithful to try to negotiate with 
authorities in an attempt to avoid having surveillance cameras installed – at least within the worship 
space of the church. In the Province of Zhejiang, which has an above average number of Christians,  
authorities forcibly dismantled the steeple and roof crosses of about 1,500–1,700 churches between the 
spring of 2014 and the beginning of 2016 (China Aid April 2, 2017; UCAN March 22, 2017).
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Catholic Church 

December 9–14, 2016:

Self-appointed, unofficial Bishop Dong Guanhua abducted by the 
authorities

Six government officials, including one from the Religious Affairs Bureau of the Communist Party’s 
United Front Department, forcibly abducted Dong and took him on a “sightseeing trip” to Henan and 
Zhejiang, Dong Guanhua himself told UCAN. Later on, following his release, Dong said to UCAN that 
he had been told that the reason for his detention had been his conversations with foreign journalists.
In 2016, Fr. Dong Guanhua, an underground priest of the Diocese of Zhengding in Hebei Province, 
had let it be known that eleven years previously, he had been secretly consecrated a bishop without hav-
ing received the appointment from the Pope. On September 13, 2016, Bishop Jia Zhiguo of Zhengding, 
who also belongs to the underground Church, announced that Dong had been automatically excom-
municated. Dong Guanhua, in turn, announced that he had consecrated the underground priest, Fr. 
Zhang Guoqing, as a bishop in Heilongjiang in September of 2016 (UCAN Dec. 22, 2016).

December 27–29, 2016:

9th National Assembly of Representatives of the Chinese Catholic 
Church meets in Beijing

The highest governing body of China’s official Church held its regular meeting of delegates mandated 
by the government’s religious policy and elected, among others, the leadership team of the Chinese 
Catholic Patriotic Association as well as of the official Chinese Catholic Bishops’ Conference, a body 
not recognized by Rome:

List of Presidents, Vice Presidents and Secretaries General of the Chinese Catholic Bishops’ Conference and the 
Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association Elected by the 9th National Assembly of Representatives of the Chinese 
Catholic Church

President Vice presidents Secretary General

Chinese 
Catholic 
Bishops’ 
Conference

Bishop* Ma 
Yinglin 马英林 
(Kunming)

Bishop Fang Xingyao, Bishop Shen Bin 沈斌 (Haimen), 
Bishop* Zhan Silu 詹思禄 (Mindong), Bishop Fang Jian-
ping 方建平 (Tangshan), Bishop* Guo Jincai, Bishop Li 
Shan 李山 (Beijing), Bishop Pei Junmin 裴军民 (Shen-
yang), Bishop Yang Xiaoting 杨晓亭 (Yan’an), Bishop He 
Zeqing 何泽清 (Wanzhou), Bishop Yang Yongqiang 杨
永强 (Zhoucun)

Bishop* Guo Jincai 
郭金才 (Chengde)
10 vice secretaries 
general 

Chinese 
Catholic 
Patriotic 
Association

Bishop Fang 
Xingyao 房兴耀 
(Linyi)

Bishop* Ma Yinglin, Bishop Shen Bin, Bishop* Lei 
Shiyin 雷世银 (Leshan), Liu Yuanlong, Bishop* Huang 
Bingzhang 黄炳章 (Shantou), Shu Nanwu 舒南武 (lay 
representative from Jiangsu), Bishop* Yue Fusheng 岳
福生 (Harbin), Bishop Meng Qinglu 孟青录 (Hohhot), 
Sr. Wu Lin 吴琳 (Wuhan), Shi Xueqin 施雪琴 (lay repre-
sentative from Fujian)

Liu Yuanlong 刘元
龙 (lay representa-
tive from Beijing)
9 vice secretaries 
general 

Bishop*: bishop without papal mandate. 

Sources: www.chinacatholic.cn/html/report/17020726-1.htm and www.chinacatholic.cn/html/
report/17020727-1.htm.

For more background information on the controversial National Assembly, see China heute 2017, No. 
1, pp. 4-7 (in German). 
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January 4, 2017:

Death of Bishop Tu Shihua (1919–2017)

Bishop Anthony Tu Shihua, Ordinary Bishop of the Diocese of Puqi (Hebei Province), has died at the 
age of 97. A well-known supporter of China’s Communist Party, on January 10, Bishop Tu Shihua was 
given the honors of a State funeral at the capital’s prestigious Babaoshan Revolutionary Cemetery in 
Beijing, the final resting place for the highest-ranking revolutionary heroes, high government officials 
and individuals deemed of major importance due to their contributions to the Party and to society. 
More than 300 persons took part in the graveside rites, including Wang Zuo’an, Director of the State 
Administration of Religious Affairs (SARA). Liu Yandong, Vice-Premier of the State Council, and Sun 
Chunlan, head of the United Work Front Department, sent floral wreaths. The last Catholic Bishop 
to be buried in this national cemetery was Bishop Michael Fu Tieshan of Beijing in 2007. On January 
9, more than 500 people took part in the solemn Requiem Mass celebrated for Bishop Tu in Beijing’s 
Cathedral (South Church).
Bishop Tu was born on November 22, 1919 in Mianyang (Hubei Province) and was ordained a priest 
in 1944. As one of the first bishops to be consecrated without the permission of the Vatican, Tu Shihua 
became Bishop of Hanyang in 1959 and then Bishop of Puqi in 2001. His death brings to an end that 
first era of 51 bishops who were consecrated without permission from the Vatican between 1958 and 
1963. According to a January 21, 2017, article in the Hong Kong Sunday Examiner, resistance against 
him on the part of the Catholics proved to be so great that Bishop Tu was more or less forced to work 
in Beijing, outside his own diocese, for decades. There, he dedicated himself mostly to academic work, 
writing articles and translating books. 
For 24 years, Bishop Tu was one of the vice-presidents of the Patriotic Association, then for six years 
he served as vice-president of the official Chinese Bishops’ Conference and for 12 years he served as an 
advisor to the leadership of both organizations. In addition to his other duties, from 1983 to 1992 he 
served as the vice-rector of the National Major Seminary in Beijing. 
Bishop Tu campaigned tirelessly for a Church that would be independent from Rome – something 
which made him extremely unpopular in the eyes of many believers. In a January 9 article, UCAN 
reported that a Chinese diocesan priest, who knew Bishop Tu personally, said that Tu had long been 
mulling over the implications of his illegitimate status and, as a result, no longer exercised his episcopal 
ministry. “He had been based in Beijing since 1982,” the priest continued, “and only spent one year, 
2010, in his own diocese. A priesthood ordination in the diocese in 2014, the first since 1923, was en-
trusted to Bishop Gan Jinqiu of Guangzhou.” 
With the death of Bishop Tu, there remain seven Chinese bishops, who are not recognized by the Vati-
can. UCAN reports that in 2016, a Vatican delegation met with Bishop Tu in Beijing in order to verify 
his petition to have his status in the Church regularized. In the context of the current Sino-Vatican 
discussions, the Holy See is believed to have been viewing his petition in a positive light (AsiaNews Jan. 
5, 2017; Hong Kong Sunday Examiner Jan. 21, 2017; UCAN Jan. 9 and 11, 2017). 
Katharina Feith

January 20, 2017:

Auxiliary Bishop Ma Daqin once again takes up a position in the 
Catholic Patriotic Association of Shanghai

As reported by both UCAN and AsiaNews, since September of 2016, Shanghai’s Auxiliary Bishop Thad-
deus Ma Daqin is once again a member of the Patriotic Association (PA) of the Shanghai district of 
Songjiang.
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At the end of his Mass of consecration on July 7, 2012, Bishop Ma had made a dramatic announcement 
of his withdrawal from the Patriotic Association. He was immediately taken away and placed under 
house arrest. He was then stripped of his title as bishop by the State-sanctioned Catholic governing 
bodies. 
On January 20, 2017, at a joint meeting of Shanghai’s Catholic Patriotic Association and Commission 
for Church Affairs, Bishop Ma was once again accepted into the standing committee of the Shanghai 
Patriotic Association, but was registered only as “Father Ma Daqin.” 
In June of 2016 Bishop Ma had caused widespread unrest in the Catholic Church in China when he 
published an article on his blog praising the Patriotic Association and expressing his remorse for hav-
ing left the PA (see: RCTC 2016, No. 2, pp. 18-19). According to UCAN, since then the underground 
community of the Diocese of Shanghai has largely withdrawn its original support for Bishop Ma. Al-
though Bishop Ma continues to live at the Major Seminary of Sheshan, it appears that the restrictions 
imposed on him as part of that house arrest have been significantly relaxed (AsiaNews Jan. 26, 2017; 
UCAN Jan. 26, 2017).

February 14, 2017:

Death of Bishop Wang Milu (1943–2017)

At the age of 74, underground Bishop Casimir Wang Milu, Bishop Emeritus of the Diocese of Tianshui 
(Gansu Province), has died in hospital from the combined effects of a stroke and subsequent pneumo-
nia. 
Bishop Wang was born on January 24, 1943 in the Gangu County of Gansu Province. Both of his 
brothers are also active as priests in the underground: Fr. Wang Ruohan and Bishop John Wang Ruo-
wang (consecrated secretly in 2011). His sister, Sr. Wang Tianxing, is a nun in a religious community. 
In 1956, Casimir Wang entered the minor seminary in Tianshui and was imprisoned for three years 
during the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976). He was ordained a priest in either 1979 or 1980. Bishop 
Wang belonged to the first group of three bishops secretly consecrated in 1981 by Bishop Fan Xueyan 
of Baoding (the other two were Bishop Julius Jia Zhiguo of Zhengding and the deceased Bishop Zhou 
Shanu of Yixian, both in Hebei Province). In 1984, Bishop Casimir Wang was once again sent to prison 
for another ten years. UCAN reported that in 2003 the Vatican asked him to resign because of “a series 
of controversial actions and concerns about his mental health.” The specific complaint, among others, 
was that he had gone ahead and ordained men who did not have the necessary theological or personal 
qualifications. Those ordinations led to great unrest in the diocese. His brother, Fr. John Wang, suc-
ceeded him in the office of bishop. Despite his mismanagement of the diocese, Bishop Casimir Wang 
was known to be a humble person with great missionary zeal. He was especially concerned with the 
poor and with people living in the remote mountain regions, where he was often on the road. 
It was estimated that between 500 and 1,000 persons took part in the funeral rites for Bishop Casimir 
Wang on February 18 in the Gangu County. Despite permission on the part of the government, the 
Requiem Mass and burial were not presided over by Bishop Wang’s brother, Bishop John Wang, but by 
one of the priests whom Bishop Casimir Wang had ordained. Bishop John Wang wanted to avoid en-
dorsing a rumor that his deceased brother Casimir was a cardinal (AsiaNews Feb. 14, 20, 2017; UCAN 
Feb. 17, 21, 2017). 
Katharina Feith
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February 21–22, 2017:

Joint conference of the leaders of the Chinese Catholic Patriotic 
Association and the Bishops’ Conference in Wuhan

The newly elected presidents, vice-presidents and secretaries general of both bodies met jointly to dis-
cuss their agenda for the future. High-ranking representatives of both the Party’s United Front Work 
Department and of the State Administration of Religious Affairs (SARA) took part in the conference. 
As can be gathered from reports on the website of the two Catholic bodies, a work report for 2016, 
plans for 2017, as well as some ideas about agenda points for the next 5 years were presented during 
the conference. United Front representative Wang Zhigang called on both Catholic executive bodies to 
adhere steadfastly to the principle of a democratic self-governing Chinese Church, and he admonished 
them to unite and win over the “underground forces.” SARA Vice-Director Chen Zongrong issued a 
call for the continuation of the self-election and self-consecration of bishops. 
On February 22, Feast of the Chair of St. Peter, there was a solemn concelebrated mass, amply docu-
mented with photos and names on the website of both bodies, in which both legitimate bishops as well 
as those illegitimate bishops not recognized by the Pope took part. Then, the Catholic representatives 
paid homage by laying flowers at the tomb of Bishop Dong Guangqing, consecrated in 1958 as one 
of the first two Chinese bishops to be consecrated without papal appointment. Bishop Fang Xingyao, 
Chairman of the Patriotic Association, had already praised Wuhan on the previous day as a model for 
the whole Church in China with regard to self-election and self-consecration. According to UCAN, 
some commentators portrayed the visit to the grave of Bishop Dong as constituting a subtle rejection 
of Cardinal Tong’s article on Sino-Vatican dialogue (chinacatholic.cn Feb. 27, 2017; UCAN March 6, 
2017; for Cardinal Tong’s article see below for entry of February 9, 2017 in the section “Sino-Vatican 
Relations”).

March 18 and 29, 2017:

Official Catholic governing bodies and Jinde Charities call for 
Palm Sunday to be the “first donation day of China’s Catholic 
Church for disaster relief”

In a circular letter of March 18, the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association and the official (though 
not recognized by Rome) Chinese Bishops’ Conference announced that they had, in cooperation with 
Jinde Charities, designated Palm Sunday this year as a day of donations for disaster relief, in accordance 
with the new Charity Law and the experience of the universal Church. They called on the whole Chi-
nese Church to make donations, for which Jinde as a State registered foundation could issue charitable 
donation receipts enabling the person to apply for a tax refund. The circular also pointed to Pope Fran-
cis’ 2017 Lenten Message, in which he called on Catholics to support the Lenten fundraising efforts of 
Church organizations worldwide. 
The Catholic Relief Organization Jinde Charities, headquartered in Shijiazhuang (Hebei Province), 
which has been involved in domestic Chinese disaster relief for years, presented its own call for the new 
day of donations on its website on March 29. According to UCAN, Chinese Catholics who view the 
Patriotic Association as a tool in the hands of the government for the purpose of achieving control over 
the Church, look on the initiative with skepticism, with some thinking that such cooperation between 
Jinde and the Patriotic Association would bring Jinde into disrepute. There were, however, also those 
who expressed their approval of the idea of a national day of donations. UCAN pointed out that, while 
such national fundraising days may be familiar to Catholics in other countries, this year’s Palm Sunday 
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action is the first national donations day not only of the Catholic Church in China, it is a first for any 
religion in China (china.ucanews.com April 5, 2017; Fides April 6, 2017; mzb.com.cn March 21, 2017; 
sara.gov.cn March 28, 2017; UCAN April 3, 2017; the appeals can be found at: www.chinacatholic.cn/
html/report/17030518-1.htm and www.jinde.org/Project/show/id/1904.html).

Sino-Vatican Relations

December 20, 2016:

Statement of the Holy See regarding the ordination of bishops in 
Chengdu and Xichang, as well as on the 9th National Assembly of 
the representatives of the Chinese Catholic Church

Greg Burke, press spokesman for the Holy See, issued the following statement on these issues: 
“For quite some time, the position of the Holy See regarding these two kinds of events, which involve 
aspects of the Church’s doctrine and discipline, is well known. The presence of a Bishop at these two 
episcopal ordinations, whose canonical position is still being examined by the Apostolic See following 
his illegitimate ordination, has caused unease for all concerned and has disturbed Chinese Catholics. 
The Holy See understands and shares their sorrow. Regarding the Ninth Assembly, the Holy See will 
make a judgment based on proven facts. In the meantime, the Holy See is certain that all Catholics in 
China anxiously await positive signals, which will help them to place their trust in the dialogue be-
tween the civil authorities and the Holy See and to hope for a future of unity and harmony”. 
The episcopal consecrations in Chengdu (November 30, 2016) and Xichang (December 2, 2016) were 
carried out with both Papal and government permission, but both involved concelebration by an ille-
gally ordained, excommunicated bishop (see: RCTC 2017, No. 1, pp. 15-17). The date of the controver-
sial Catholic National Assembly (see above for entry of December 27-29, 2016 in the section “Catholic 
Church”) was made known in early December (Vatican Information Service Dec. 21, 2016).

December 27, 2016:

Director of State Administration of Religious Affairs (SARA) on 
Sino-Vatican relations

In his speech at the opening of the 9th National Assembly of representatives of the Chinese Catholic 
Church, Wang Zuo’an said: “The position of the Chinese Government on Sino-Vatican relations is clear 
and consistent. [China] is willing, on the basis of the corresponding principles, to have a constructive 
dialogue with the Vatican to reduce differences, to expand the consensus and to improve relations. 
[We] hope that the Vatican can take a more flexible and pragmatic attitude and with concrete actions 
create favorable conditions for the improvement of relations.” He also stressed that for the Catholic 
Church in China “there is absolutely no possibility of a return to the old way where control over the 
Church was exercised by foreign forces” (www.chinacatholic.cn/html/report/17020730-1.htm). 
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January 22, 2017:

Pope Francis speaks in an interview with El País about dialogue 
with China and full churches in China – From St. Peter Square, he 
extends congratulations for the Lunar New Year

Questioned in an interview with the Spanish newspaper El País, published on January 22, 2017, as to 
whether Vatican diplomacy could extend to China anytime soon, the Pope replied: “Actually there is 
a commission which has been working with China for years and which meets every three months, 
once here and once in Beijing. And there is much dialogue with China. China has always had this halo 
of mystery that is fascinating. Two or three months ago, with the exhibition of the Vatican museum 
in Beijing, they were happy. And they will come here next year to the Vatican with their things, their 
museums.” When asked whether he will soon be traveling to China, he responded: “I [will go], when 
they invite me. They know that. Besides, in China the churches are full. One can practice religion in 
China.”
In his remarks following the usual noon Angelus prayer in St. Peter’s Square, the Pope extended his 
greetings and best wishes to all the men and women in East Asia and elsewhere, and especially to the 
families, who would be celebrating the Lunar New Year on January 28 (internacional.elpais.com Jan. 
22, 2017; vatican.va Jan. 22, 2017).

February 7–8, 2017:

Delegates from China take part in Vatican Conference on “organ 
trafficking” and “transplant tourism”

The participation at the conference by Huang Jiefu, Director of the Chinese Human Organ Dona-
tion and Transplant Committee and former Deputy Health Minister, as well as a further Chinese rep-
resentative was controversial. Human rights organizations accuse China of harvesting organs from 
executed prisoners and from detained adherents of the Falun Gong movement. On January 1, 2015, 
China passed a regulation which states that organs to be used for transplants may be taken from vol-
untary donors only (see: RCTC 2015, No. 2, p. 5). The Global Times, a newspaper close to the Chinese 
Communist Party, described Huang Jiefu’s invitation to the conference by the Vatican as a “response to 
China’s progress.” The international conference was organized by the Pontifical Academy of Sciences 
(AsiaNews Feb. 7, 2017; Global Times Feb. 7, 2017; South China Morning Post Feb. 8, 2017; UCAN Feb. 
14, 2017).

February 9, 2017:

John Cardinal Tong of Hong Kong publishes his second 
declaration on Sino-Vatican dialogue

In his article he describes “The future of Sino-Vatican dialogue from an ecclesiological point of view” 
– that is the title he gives it. As for the issue of (future) appointments of Bishops, “a preliminary con-
sensus has reportedly been reached,” writes Cardinal Tong. He then turns to the other problems still 
to be solved: 
As to the future of the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association (CCPA), Cardinal Tong makes the fol-
lowing suggestion: As soon as the two sides have reached an agreement which will make the principle 
of the “self-nomination” and “self-election” of bishops – which is incorporated in the statutes of the 
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CCPA and which is problematic from an ecclesiological point of view – obsolete, the CCPA could turn 
into “a voluntary, non-profit, patriotic and Church-loving organization composed of clergy and faith-
ful” and take on a social and charitable function. 
According to Tong, the seven illegitimate bishops consecrated without papal appointment have all al-
ready submitted to the Pope their petitions for forgiveness – something that is a pre-condition for their 
recognition; now, time is needed to sort out the individual cases (some of which also include charges 
of moral misconduct).
Cardinal Tong views as perhaps the most difficult problem in the Sino-Vatican dialogue the question 
of how to deal with the situation of the more than 30 bishops from the unofficial communities who 
are not recognized by the government. The Holy See will “undoubtedly” request that the government 
recognize “their identities and power to govern their dioceses as bishops.” Nevertheless, it is not yet 
clear to Cardinal Tong how willing Beijing might be to accept this request; Beijing will perhaps ask 
the bishops of the unofficial communities “to declare explicitly their positions on the Constitution of 
China, its laws and policies.” The Cardinal says that it is going to take time to build up trust between 
the underground bishops and the government.
Finally, Cardinal Tong, based on critics of the dialogue, tries to explain why it is right that the Catholic 
Church is trying to obtain “essential freedom” (regarding the bishop appointments), instead of waiting 
for the “complete freedom” of religions and ethnic groups in China (see the text of his statement at: 
http://sundayex.catholic.org.hk/node/4047). 
According to Bernardo Cervellera of AsiaNews, Cardinal Tong’s article has triggered reactions of both 
“joy” and “dismay.” Catholic voices, including voices from mainland China itself, have repeatedly called 
Tong’s perspective “over optimistic” or “naive,” especially concerning the future role of the Patriotic As-
sociation as a charitable organization. It has also been argued that freedom is not divisible. However, 
in an interview with AsiaNews, Fr. Sergio Ticozzi, a PIME missionary and a collaborator in the Holy 
Spirit Study Centre, which is headed by Cardinal Tong, said that in order to gain a better understanding 
of Cardinal Tong’s article, you must take into consideration the genre of the text: it is – thus Ticozzi – 
not a report on objective facts, but rather “the description of a reality that the writer would like to see 
happen,” with the purpose to establish confidence in the future of the dialogue (AsiaNews Feb. 9 and 
13, 2017, among others). 
Cardinal Tong’s first article on Sino-Vatican dialog, “The community of the Church in China with the 
universal Church”, appeared on August 7, 2016 (full text at: www.hsstudyc.org.hk/20160804_en.pdf).

February 17, 2017:

Newspaper article cites former Chairman of the Patriotic  
Association with criticism of Cardinal Tong’s article

In an interview granted to the South China Morning Post, Liu Bainian, former chairman of the Chinese 
Catholic Patriotic Association and a man still possessing considerable influence, criticized the article 
on the Sino-Vatican dialogue published by the Bishop of Hong Kong, John Cardinal Tong, on Febru-
ary 9 (see the preceding entry). Liu countered that there is still distance between the two sides on the 
choice of the bishops and that in his opinion the 30 bishops of the underground not recognized by the 
government were not patriotic and thus not considered trustworthy by China (South China Morning 
Post Feb. 17, 2017).
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February 21, 2017:

Hong Kong’s Bishop Emeritus, Joseph Cardinal Zen, warns in  
interview of “bad agreement” with China

In an interview with the website LifeSiteNews, the retired Bishop of Hong Kong said that he was deeply 
worried “because it seems that the Vatican is going to make a very bad agreement with China.” He be-
lieves that some of the people surrounding Pope Francis have wrong ideas and he fears “that they may 
sell out our underground Church.” According to Cardinal Zen, the unofficial Church does not have 
much public voice. He is of the opinion that some Vatican officials consider the faithful of the under-
ground to be “troublemakers” (LifeSiteNews Feb. 21, 2017).

February 26, 2017:

Chinese State television airs panel discussion on Sino-Vatican 
relations 

On the English-language talk show “Dialogue with Yang Rui,” the journalist Francesco Sisci, who had 
interviewed Pope Francis on the subject of China, and Zhong Houtao, of the Taiwan Research Institute 
of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), each had a chance to have their say. Speaking with 
UCAN, Wang Meixiu, a researcher in Catholicism at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, said that 
she thought that the transmission had been a positive step, although she didn’t believe that the topic 
had been dealt with sufficiently in depth during the discussion. She believed that the discussion would 
have had a greater impact had it been conducted in Chinese (AsiaNews Feb. 28, 2017; UCAN March 3, 
2017).

Hong Kong

March 26, 2017:

Carrie Lam new leader of Hong Kong’s government

With a total of 777 votes out of the 1,194-member Election Committee, consisting mostly of Beijing-
friendly representatives, Carrie Lam, former administrative head of Hong Kong and the candidate 
clearly preferred by the regime in Beijing, became the first woman ever to hold the office of Chief 
Ex ecutive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. John Tsang, her main rival, received 365 
votes. In pre-election polls, the majority of the Hong Kong voting population, which continues to battle 
for genuinely democratic elections, was in favor of Tsang. Immediately following the announcement 
of the election results, democracy activists launched protests against Lam, who promised to try to 
close the deep political divides in the metropolis and to overcome the city’s social divisions, something 
which most Hong Kong people do not believe she can do. 
Carrie Lam, born in Hong Kong and a practicing Catholic, was educated by the Canossian Sisters and 
later studied social sciences. Following her studies, she joined the civil service.
During the campaign, Lam had proposed a Mainland Chinese-styled Religious Affairs Bureau in Hong 
Kong, a proposal that she later withdrew when it triggered sharp criticism and protests from groups 
in civil society, especially from the Catholic Church. In a congratulatory letter to the new head of gov-
ernment, Hong Kong’s Catholic Bishop John Cardinal Tong expressed the hope that during her tenure 
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she will engage herself in working toward the goal of universal suffrage in future elections for Hong 
Kong’s Chief Executive. Among other points, the cardinal also urged the new Hong Kong government 
to “continue to protect the local people’s freedom of religious belief, freedom of expression and a plural-
ism in running schools, as well as respect the Church’s marriage and family values” (AsiaNews March 
4, 29 and 30, 2017; General-Anzeiger [Bonn] March 27, 2017; Merics China Update 6/2017 merics.org; 
UCAN March 30, 2017). 
Katharina Feith

This “News Update” was first published in China heute 2017, No. 1, pp. 11-18 (in German).
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A Unique Situation:  
The Catholic Diocese of Hong Kong Twenty Years  
after the City’s Handover

Anthony Lam1

Even without considering the political aspects of the two decades since the transfer of sov-
ereignty over Hong Kong from Great Britain to China on July 1, 1997, the effect on Hong 
Kong’s Catholic Church has been quite unique, and no other local church in the world has 
experienced anything like it.

The Hong Kong Church almost experienced the retirement of two Cardinals. Cardi-
nal Zen retired as the Bishop of Hong Kong in 2009, after repeated applications to the 
Holy See. His successor was Bishop of the diocese, Cardinal Tong, who was not too much 
younger than Cardinal Zen. Both of them had been consecrated bishops together in 1996 
as part of the strategy of preparation for a smooth transition of Hong Kong’s sovereignty 
in 1997.

Following the planned retirement of Cardinal Tong as Ordinary of the diocese in Au-
gust 2017, the transition period is substantially over. The Hong Kong Diocese should enter 
a new phase following the succession of Coadjutor Bishop Michael Yeung as Ordinary 
Bishop of the diocese.

Unexpectedly for the majority of Catholics in Hong Kong, the number of Catholic be-
lievers in Hong Kong has increased dramatically in the last 20 years. In 1996, the number 
of Chinese Catholics was 242,000, while the number of foreign Catholics stood at 120,000. 
In 2016, the figures were 389,000 Chinese Catholics and 202,000 foreign Catholics.

Adult baptisms in 1996 were only 2,100, and the total number for the year was 4,400. 
Twenty years later, in 2016, adult baptisms numbered 3,500, and the total number for the 
year was 6,600.

No effect caused by the political change was noticed. An atheistic central government 
would never recognize the Catholic Church’s growth in a positive way anyway.

Catholic Versus Catholic in the Chief Executive Elections

In the 2017 Chief Executive Election two out of the three candidates were Catholics, 
namely Mr. John Tsang and Ms. Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor.

1 Dr. Anthony Lam is a senior researcher at the Holy Spirit Study Centre of the Hong Kong Diocese.
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The result was that Carrie Lam got 777 votes to Tsang’s 350. Thus Lam will become head 
of the government on July 1, 2017. The two together garnered more than 98 percent of the 
votes.

It was not the first time that two Catholics vied for this important political position. In 
2005, two Catholics, Mr. Donald Tsang and Mr. Leung Kar-kit, competed for the job.

It is a pity that none of them could generate a route-map for Hong Kong to achieve a 
fully democratic political system. In 2005, the number of electors was only 800, while in 
2017, the number of electors was 1,200.

The Church Faces Seven Huge Challenges

Political challenges seem only to represent part of the problem for the Catholic Church 
in Hong Kong, both in the past and in the future. The Church is facing many huge prob-
lems. 

1. The shortage of local vocations. Hong Kong has never experienced any sizable har-
vest of local vocations ever since the diocese was established. But the current situ-
ation is far worse than at any period in the past, as the Catholic population keeps 
increasing. Strangely enough, we do not really lack vocations, but candidates tend to 
think about it for a long period of time. Some seminarians joined the seminary after 
20 years of reflection. At the end of 2016, the Hong Kong Diocese had only 5 semi-
narians, together with 3 deacons who will be ordained in the near future. Luckily the 
religious orders have a quite strong team. 6 men’s religious orders together have 17 
seminarians and 13 novices. Women’s religious orders have 15 novices and 9 candi-
dates.

 Luckily the queue to become permanent deacons is quite long. Though they are very 
helpful both at the diocesan level and the parish level, their participation cannot be 
treated as a replacement for the service of the priesthood. The diocese is fighting an 
uphill battle to recruit more young priests.

2.  The polarization of society places a great burden of reconciliation on the Church. 
Church people generally support the democratic movements but some in rather radi-
cal ways. Even before the Umbrella Movement, there existed within the Church dif-
ferent blocs of people concerned with social issues and social action. After the Um-
brella Movement 2014, polarization seems to have gone to extremes. No doubt most 
people sympathized with the students and their activities, but whether the Church 
should get involved in this kind of activity with a high profile is another question. 
Some believed that the Church has been going too far, but others blamed the Church 
for not being active enough. In the long run this polarization will cause great prob-
lems for the Church.

3.  Secularization of Catholic Schools. Not many school principals and headmasters 
are religious. Twenty years ago, in the academic year of 1996–1997, within the 170 
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Catholics schools (not including the Caritas professional schools and kindergartens) 
run by the Diocese and different religious congregations, there were 61 religious 
working as principals or headmasters. In the academic year of 2016–2017, within the 
same number of Catholics schools, there are only 12 religious working as principals 
or headmasters. In Hong Kong Island there are only 4. In Kowloon there are 7, and in 
the New Territories there is only one. 

 Generally speaking, the lay people heading the schools are less concerned with 
religious activities but are more devoted to studies and curricula. Some schools even 
cancelled the subject of biblical study or religious knowledge from their curriculum, 
not because of political reasons but just as a pragmatic consideration of the results of 
the open examinations.

4.  The pro-homosexual campaign challenging family values. The Diocese adopts an 
open attitude towards the homosexual movement and is always ready to have open 
dialogue with them. But regarding family values, the Diocese, together with most 
Catholics, finds it necessary to state openly that the Church affirms marriage between 
one man and one woman, not with someone of the same sex. Cardinal John Tong 
sent an open congratulatory letter to Ms Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor two days after 
her victory in the Chief Executive Election. In his letter Cardinal Tong requested the 
Chief Executive-elect, “Our Diocese hopes that the new SAR Government, as has 
been the case in the past, will continue to protect the local people’s freedom of reli-
gious belief, freedom of expression and a pluralism in running schools, as well as to 
respect the Church’s marriage and family values.” It reflects that challenges to family 
values are a top priority among diocesan concerns on social issues.

5. The rocketing price of real estate in Hong Kong makes it difficult for the Diocese to 
develop new church communities. Even though in the new townships there is a need 
to build new churches for new communities, the price of land causes a dilemma for 
the Diocese. It is different from the times of the 1960s and 1970s, when the Dio-
cese could build social service centres and make use of the community hall of such 
centres for religious activities. Even since pre-1997 the Diocese sensed that the old 
model was not suitable for future new situations, and it was necessary to purchase 
real estate for building churches. In 1990 and the early 21st Century, the churches at 
Ching Yi, Tian Shui Wai, Cheng Kwan O were built on purchased land. But nowadays 
it is more and more difficult to find a place, and to afford the purchase price is even 
more difficult. 

6. A Catholic University at the wrong time. Basically Hong Kong is no longer lacking 
in institutes that give a university degree. And the population decline already caused 
a hard time for the non-subsidized institutes. In the first decade of the 21st century 
the Jesuit Fathers had an ambition to establish a brand new liberal arts university in 
Hong Kong. Fr. Steven Chow SJ was appointed by the General Chapter of the Jesu-
its to head the establishment work. They even planned to assign an American Jesuit 
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scholar to be the first Chancellor of this institute in the future. After 6 years of dif-
ficult bargaining with all stock holders, the Jesuits declared, on May 5, 2015, that the 
plan was totally in vain. 

 On the other hand, the Caritas Higher Institute under Caritas Hong Kong has been 
trying its best to seek the promotion of its vocational training institute to the level 
of a private university. The former president of Caritas Hong Kong, Bishop Michael 
Yeung, now Coadjutor Bishop of Hong Kong, even suggested naming it St. Francis 
University after Pope Francis. Unfortunately this new institute was designed as a 
technical and professional training academy, not a liberal arts university. With the 
decreasing number of young people, recruiting students has become more and more 
difficult for such private and self-funded tertiary institutes. Since 2014, most pri-
vate institutes cannot get enough students. Some institutes just got 20 percent new 
students compared to their capacity. It is quite challenging for the future St. Francis 
University to survive these hard times.

7. Political challenge emerging slowly and silently. Ms Carrie Lam mentioned in her 
manifesto for the 2017 Chief Executive Election the establishment of a sort of reli-
gious bureau in Hong Kong. The suggestion caused great alarm and strong opposi-
tion from Hong Kong Catholics. On March 3 the Hong Kong Diocese issued an open 
statement “expressing the diocese’s resolute opposition to the possible ‘setting up of a 
Religious Affairs Unit’ or similar institutions in Hong Kong.” 

 A couple of days after the open letter, Carrie Lam openly announced that she with-
drew the proposed policy. But the hearts of Catholics in Hong Kong are not put at 
ease by such a simple gesture. They still keep a close watch on the new Chief Execu-
tive. Nobody can guarantee that similar tactics will not be produced again in the 
future.

In general, the Church is still very active. The two Cardinals, one is 85 and the other about 
78, are still very busy in different ways, far more busy than most people of the same age. 
Most priests and religious sisters are holding more than one full time job. Lay Catholics 
are working hard during their daily work but are working even harder after office hours 
for their parishes. Quite a number of them seek an early retirement so that they can par-
ticipate fully in Church life. This is a busy Church rooted in a very busy city.

April 24, 2017

Note: All church data come from Hong Kong Catholic Church Directory 1997 and 2017. All 
non-church data come from the media of the date mentioned in the paragraphs.
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Statistics on Religions and Churches in the People’s 
Republic of China – Update for the Year 2016

Katharina Wenzel-Teuber 
Translated by Jacqueline Mulberge

The annual statistical update in Religion & Christianity in Today’s China (RCTC) compiles 
data on the religious life in the People’s Republic of China (Mainland) from available re-
cent sources of various kinds. As the following pages will show, since several years Chinese 
researchers of religion have been able to obtain more and more data from large scale, 
national panel surveys on the socio-economic situation of the population. However, they 
are still experimenting to find an appropriate formulation for China that will ascertain the 
religious attitude of those questioned and additionally identify possible “hidden” adher-
ents of religions – that is, those who do not wish to reveal themselves in official surveys, 
perhaps, for example, because they belong to unofficial religious groups (see para. 1.1).
New figures also come from the State Administration for Religious Affairs (SARA) that 
continually expands its online database on official religiosity (see para. 1.3).

In the studies presented the questions brought to the fore are also those that concern 
religious policy. Among these are religion in the Internet (para 1.4), the administration 
of popular beliefs, which are only just gaining gradual recognition by the authorities but 
which are partially promoted in the countryside to counterbalance the spread of Chris-
tianity (para. 2.3), or the attitude of university students toward religion and Christianity 
(para 5.1).

1 Religions and Religiosity in General

1.1 How to Ask about Religion in Chinese? An Attempt of the China Family 
Panel Studies 2014

The China Family Panel Studies (CFPS, Zhongguo jiating zhuizong diaocha 中国家庭追

踪调查) is a “nationally representative, annual longitudinal survey” that focuses on the 
“economic and non-economic wellbeing of the population.”1 Since 2010 the Institute of 
Social Science Survey of Peking University has conducted surveys at regular intervals of a 
fixed panel of families and individuals in 25 of the 31 provinces, direct-controlled munici-

 This article was first published under the title “Statistik zu Religionen und Kirchen in der Volksrepublik China. 
Ein Update für das Jahr 2016” in China heute 2017, No. 1, pp. 24-38.

1 See how CFPS describes itself on the website of the project: www.isss.edu.cn/cfps/EN (English) and www.isss.edu.
cn/cfps (Chinese).
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palities and autonomous regions of (Mainland) China, i.e. in all except Xinjiang, Tibet, 
Qinghai, Inner Mongolia, Ningxia and Hainan. The survey in 2012 had a question module 
on religion for the first time. An article published by Lu Yunfeng of Peking University in 
2014 presented the data on religion gathered by CFPS in 2012, in conjunction with other 
socio-economic data such as religious affiliation according to age, educational level, in-
come, residence in city or countryside, etc.2 In 2012 only 10% of those surveyed gave a 
religious affiliation; already at that time Lu guessed that this could have been due to the 
way the questions were formulated.3

In the new survey of the panel in 20144 the question module on the topic of religion 
was, therefore, changed. The number of those surveyed who gave a religious affiliation 
then rose to more than 25%.5 Lu Yunfeng with Zhang Chunni, also of Peking University, 
gave the following relevant background information in an article published in 2016: 

In 2012 the first question of the CFPS module on religion asked: “To which religion do 
you belong?” 您属于什么宗教? Possible answers were: 1. Buddhism; 2. Daoism; 3. Islam; 
4. Protestantism; 5. Catholicism; 6. No religion; 7. Other (please state). 

CFPS 2014 formulated the question thus: “[In] what do you believe?” 您信什么？ Pos-
sible answers were: 1. Buddha, Bodhisattva[s]; 2. Daoist Gods and Immortals 道教的神

仙; 3. Allah 安拉; 4. The God of the Catholics 天主教的天主; 5. The God of the Protes-
tants 基督教的上帝; 6. Ancestors 祖先; 7. None of the above-named.6 As Lu and Zhang 
explain, in 2014, unlike in 2012, the question did not directly ask for the religious affilia-
tion but, since systematic identification with a religion is not very pronounced among the 
Chinese, it made the deities its focus, in order to come closer to the actual percentage of 
religious believers.7 A comparison of the CFPS results from 2012 and 2014 shows the fol-
lowing:
Table 1: Religious Beliefs of Adults in China according to CFPS, Surveys of 2012 and 2014 (%)

2 Lu Yunfeng 2014. See also the detailed presentation of this study in Wenzel-Teuber 2015, pp. 21-28.
3 As a second possible reason for the low percentage of those stating religious affiliation in the CFPS survey of 2012, 

Lu Yunfeng’s article in 2014 named the survey’s exclusion of the strongly Buddhist and Muslim western regions; 
cf. Wenzel-Teuber 2015, p. 22. 

4 In CFPS 2014, 13,857 families and 31,665 individuals were surveyed; Lu Yunfeng – Zhang Chunni 2016, p. 36. In 
CFPS 2010 there were 14,960 families and 42,590 individuals; in CFPS 2012, 12,725 families and 42,970 individ-
uals; ibid., p. 35.

5 From an international view the percentage is still not a high one but it is clearly higher than the 7% of the Chi-
nese, who described themselves as religious according to a survey published by WIN/Gallup on March 13, 2015; 
according to the results of that survey, China was the least religious country in the world. Cf. Wenzel-Teuber 
2016, pp. 24-25. 

6 Lu Yunfeng – Zhang Chunni 2016, p. 38. A possible answer of „Other“ is not listed there but was presumably 
included since it appears in the table in ibid., p. 38 (excerpts are given here in Table 1).

7 Ibid., pp. 37-38.

2012 2014

Buddhism   6.50 15.87

Daoism   0.31   0.85

Popular belief   0.81

Islam   0.71   0.45

Catholicism   0.27   0.34

2012 2014

Protestantism   2.00   2.19

No religious belief 90.06 73.56

Other   0.15   5.94

Total
100.00  

(20,035)
100.00  

(19,260)

Excerpt from a more extensive table in Lu Yunfeng − Zhang Chunni 2016, p. 36. According to Lu and Zhang 
the data for 2012 were already weighted, the 2014 data not yet. 
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Table 1 does show in 2014 a higher percentage of the adult population than in 2012 for 
all religions except Islam. The difference for Buddhism, Daoism and Other is particularly 
evident.

The intention of the article by Lu and Zhang was to determine the number of Protestant 
Christians in China, since, as these two researchers say, estimates of their number showed 
extreme differences. With the new questions on religion in CFPS 2014 they believe that 
also “hidden” Christians (i.e., those who conceal their religious affiliation in surveys) can 
be detected, since “no genuine Christian will deny that he believes in Jesus Christ.”8 Yet as 
Table 1 shows, the difference in the data of 2012 and 2014 is not very great, from which the 
authors conclude that there are not many “hidden” Christians. In the light of all the rel-
evant data of the CFPS and of the older Chinese General Social Survey (CGSS, 中国综合

社会调查)9 they estimate that Protestant Christians only account for 1.93% to 2.2% of the 
total adult population, from which they calculate that in Mainland China there are at most 
only approximately 14–16 million adult Protestants. With the inclusion of the under 18’s, 
they estimate a proportion of 1.97% in 2010, i.e. approximately 26 million Protestants.10

1.2 Situation of Registered Religious Sites in the “China Religion Survey” of 
Renmin University

The “China Religion Survey” (CRS, 中国宗教调查) has been carried out since 2011 by the 
School of Philosophy and the National Survey Research Center of Renmin University un-
der the direction of Wei Dedong and Wang Weidong. Whereas CFPS and CGSS surveyed 
private households or private individuals, the CRS focussed its surveys from 2013–2015 
on the official, state registered sites for religious activities (zongjiao huodong changsuo 宗
教活动场所) of the five recognized religions – Buddhism, Daoism, Islam, Protestantism 
and Catholicism. According to its own statement, it is “the first nationally representative 
survey on sites for religious activities.” For this they selected a sample of 4,383 religious 
sites in 243 administrative units at county level in all 31 provinces, direct-controlled mu-
nicipalities and autonomous regions.11 Of the total sample of 4,383 religious sites, 34% 
were Protestant, 31% Buddhist, 15% Islamic, 10% Daoist and 10% Catholic sites.12 Leaders 
of the religious sites were surveyed, as were also leading officials of the local government 
religious authorities.13

Some interesting results of this survey were already presented in 2016 in RCTC, based 
on an article that Wei Dedong published on his blog in 2015.14 In 2016 Wei Dedong and 

8 Ibid., p. 38.
9 The CGSS was begun in 2003 and according to its own introduction is “the oldest nationwide representative, 

continual survey project conducted by academic institutions” in China. It is carried out by the National Survey 
Research Center at Renmin University of China. See Introduction at www.chinagss.org/index.php?r=index/
introduce. Data connected with religion are also collected.

10 Lu Yunfeng – Zhang Chunni 2016, pp. 38 and 46.
11 CRS 2016, p. 314.
12 Ibid., p. 315.
13 According to CRS 2015, cf. Wenzel-Teuber 2016, p. 21. CRS 2016, p. 313, states only that the leaders of religious 

sites were surveyed. 
14 CRS 2015; cf. presentation of the results shown there in Wenzel-Teuber 2016, pp. 20-24.
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Wang Weidong published a more formal evaluation (in the following: CRS 2016) of their 
research. Some of its results that have not been presented last year will be supplemented 
below; the authors subsume them under the heading “social participation” of the religious 
groups. 

Which events beyond the regular religious activities were organized additionally by 
the religious sites? The responses of those surveyed by the CRS are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Activities of Various Kinds Organized by Sites for Religious Activities in the Year 2013 (%) 

Religious affiliation of the sites

Type of activity
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Discussions on current topics 16.2 21.1 23.4 17.4 19.9 19.1

Study groups for non-religious classics 5.7 5.5 4.8 4.2 4.4 5.0

Summer camps for the youth 3.5 1.4 2.9 32.2 16.3 10.4

Courses on marriage 1.5 0.2 9.8 39.1 19.5 12.4

Training for mission activities directed towards people 
outside [their own religion] 9.8 8.9 6.8 23.3 12.7 11.6

Training in religious knowledge for religious personnel 43.1 35.5 28.0 28.2 45.6 39.5

Training in religious knowledge for religious believers 50.7 35.9 47.8 61.7 65.5 54.9

Training for social services 13.4 8.4 9.4 20.7 20.6 15.4

Interreligious activities 7.3 10.9 4.0 9.9 5.5 6.8

Exchange with foreign religious groups 6.3 10.7 0.8 3.3 5.3 5.3

Other 2.1 1.8 1.2 1.9 0.7 1.4

Number of questionnaires 1,356 440 646 425 1,465 4,332

Source: CRS 2016, p. 324, Table 2.

The authors noted on this that the activities that reached the highest percentage are of an 
inner-religious nature (such as ongoing training in religious knowledge), and from this 
they conclude that the social participation of the religions in China is at a low level. As 
noticeably high they stress the numbers for youth summer camps, marriage courses and 
ongoing training for social services in the Catholic and Protestant sites.15 – In ongoing 
training of religious personnel the Catholic sites figure on the lowest places. One result of 
CRS showed also, however, that Catholic personnel have by far the highest academic quali-
fications, with 43% having a university degree or higher, whereas the average percentage 
of university graduates among the religious personnel of all religions is around 18%.16 It is 
also surprising that precisely the Daoists – the only religion whose roots are not in a for-
eign country – have, according to CSR, the most exchange with foreign religious groups.

In the non-profit charitable work of the religious sites there is still leeway, according 
to the authors, for increased development, since on the average 60% of all sites could 

15 CRS 2016, p. 323.
16 CRS 2015 according to Wenzel-Teuber 2016, p. 23.
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not show any corresponding activities, even though the Christian churches are somewhat 
more active in this field than the other religions:17

Table 3: Sites for Religious Activities according to the Number of their Non-Profit Charitable  
Undertakings (CU) (%)

 Religion

No. of CUs per site
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none 65.3 69.9 68.8 51.6 51.1

1 16.1 14.3 16.4 21.4 24.9

2 8.0 8.0 8.7 12.4 12.8

3 and more 10.6 7.8 6.1 14.6 11.2

Table compiled from data from CRS 2016, p. 325, diagram 12.

Membership of religious personnel in political bodies is also counted by CRS as social 
participation. The following table shows this: 

Table 4: Proportion of Religious Sites per Religion which Have a Religious Personnel Member Holding a Post in 
a Political Body or some Office in Society

 Religious affiliation of the sites

Type of position
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Member of a Political Consultative Conference 21.5 14.5 18.1 27.5 11.6 17.5

Member of a People’s Congress 6.8 5.1 5.8 0.9 2.4 4.5

Communist Youth Association 6.9 5.4 5.7 2.1 2.7 4.7

Other offices in society 6.9 5.4 5.7 2.1 2.7 4.7

Number of questionnaires 1,374 448 653 426 1,480 4,381

Source: CRS 2016, p. 324, Table 3.

The data presented in CRS 2016 on how the religious sites use the Internet are given in 
para. 1.4. 

In the coming years, according to the authors, the surveys of the religions will be con-
tinued, so as to support science and politics with reliable data.18

1.3 Registered Institutes for Religious Education of the Five Religions in the 
Online Database of the SARA

Since 2014 the State Administration for Religious Affairs has gradually been setting up 
a data base for reference on “basic religious data” on its website (in the following: SARA 

17 CRS 2016, p. 324.
18 Ibid., p. 327.
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data base). In 2016 data on the registered institutes for religious education was uploaded. 
According to the accompanying announcement of the SARA of October 11, 2016, this new 
database will make it possible for the public to distinguish between “legal” – i.e. SARA ap-
proved – and other institutes and to protect the rights of the institutes. 

On the SARA website select the button 宗教基本信息查询 (“Information on Basic 
Data of the Religions,” http://sara.gov.cn/zjjbxxcx/) and then the new button 宗教院校

基本信息 (“Basic Data on Institutes for Religious Education,” http://sara.gov.cn/zjxycs/
index.htm). Here you can select one of the five religions. You will get a list of the state-ap-
proved institutes for religious education of the religion you selected, with an indication of 
the sponsoring organization, name and address of the institute, as well as the name of the 
person responsible for the institute. The sponsoring organizations given in the database 
are almost without exception the official religious organizations of the respective religion 
at the national or provincial level. Exceptions to this are the Buddhist Academy of Tibet in 
Lhasa and the Dechen branch of the Buddhist Academy of Yunnan, which are supported 
by organs of the Chinese Communist Party (!) (United Front Department of the Autono-
mous Region of Tibet, or the Party Commission of the Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture 
of Dechen in Yunnan respectively). The respective dioceses are the (co-)sponsors of two 
Catholic seminaries (Diocesan Seminary of Beijing, and Shanghai).

Map: d-maps.com/carte.php?num_car=27749&lang=de

Provinces, Direct-Controlled Municipalities and Autonomous Regions of China – Map and List of  
Abbreviations

AH Anhui, BJ Beijing, CQ Chongqing, FJ Fujian, GD Guangdong, GS Gansu, GX Guangxi, GZ Guizhou, Hain Hainan, HB 
Hubei, Heb Hebei, Hen Henan, HL Heilongjiang, HN Hunan, JL Jilin, JS Jiangsu, JX Jiangxi, LN Liaoning, NM Inner Mon-
golia, NX Ningxia, QH Qinghai, SC Sichuan, SD Shandong, SH Shanghai, SN Shaanxi, SX Shanxi, TJ Tianjin, XJ Xinjiang, 
XZ Tibet, YN Yunnan, ZJ Zhejiang.
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Table 5: Number of all Registered Institutes for Religious Education of the Five State-Recognized Religions, 
SARA database “Basic Data on Institutes for Religious Education,” Accessed on March 16, 2017

Number per Religion Number of these per Province / Metropolis / Autonomous Region

Buddhism 36
BJ 2, CQ 1, FJ 2, GD 2, GS 1, Hain 1 (in preparation), HB 1, Heb 1, Hen 1, 
HL 1, HN 1, JS 5 (of these 1 in preparation), NM 1, QH 1, SC 3, SD 1, SH 
1, SN 1, SX 1, XZ 1, YN 3, ZJ 4

Daoism 10
BJ 1, FJ 1 (in preparation), GD 1 (in preparation), HB 1, Heb 1, HN 1, JX 
1 (in preparation), SC 1, SH 1, ZJ 1 (in preparation)

Islam 10 BJ 2, GS 1, Heb 1, Hen 1, LN 1, NX 1, QH 1, XJ 1, YN 1

Protestant 21
AH 1, BJ 1, FJ 1, GD 1, GZ 1, HB 1, Heb 1, Hen 1, HL 1, HN 1, JL 1, JS 2, JX 
1, LN 1, SC 1, SD 1, SH 1, SN 1, YN 1, ZJ 1

Catholic 9 BJ 2, HB 1, Heb 1, LN 1, SC 1, SH 1, SN 1, SX 1 (temporarily closed)

Total 86

Source: http://sara.gov.cn/zjxycs/index.htm.

It is noticeable that the number of Daoist institutes for religious education is currently 
being increased – according to the database, four of the ten Daoist institutes are in prepa-
ration. In addition two new Buddhist academies are planned. The number of Catholic 
major seminaries on the other hand has decreased – SARA 201419 still gave the number as 
12. – Apart from the registered institutes there are numerous non-registered facilities for 
religious education which are regarded by the authorities as “illegal.”

According to the above-mentioned announcement of the SARA of October 11, 2016, 
approx. 10,000 students are currently studying at the 86 registered institutes for religious 
education in China; since they were reopened in the 1980s until today around 40,000 stu-
dents have graduated from these institutes. 

On the SARA website there is also a databank with “Basic Data on the Sites for Reli-
gious Activities” (http://sara.gov.cn/csjbxx/index.htm), from where since the end of 2015 
all registered Buddhist and Daoist sites can be found, as well as a link to the online refer-
ence system for the Living Buddhas of Tibetan Buddhism recognized by the Chinese State 
(http://hf.tibet.cn).20

1.4 Religion in the Internet

The growing phenomenon “Religion in the Internet” (wangshang zongjiao 网上宗教 or 
wangluo zongjiao 网络宗教, “Cyber Religion”) is increasingly attracting the attention of 
the state and the religious authorities. Zhao Bing of the Institute of Marxism of the Shang-
hai Dianji University and the Research Center for Religion and State Security of China of 
the Fudan University explains the phenomenon in an article. He distinguishes two phases 
of “Religion in the Internet” for China: the phase from 1996 to 2003, in which web 1.0 

19 This source is an excerpt of a reader compiled by the SARA on the study of the socialist theory of religion with 
Chinese characteristics. 

20 A detailed evaluation of the data on sites for religious activities can be found in Wenzel-Teuber 2016, pp. 26-28; 
on the online reference system for Living Buddhas of Tibetan Buddhism see ibid., pp. 25-26. 
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technology – classical websites – were predominant and offered religious information; the 
phase from 2004 on with interactive web 2.0 technology.21

In Zhao Bing’s estimate the degree of activity of the five major religions of China in the 
virtual sphere is approximately equal, with the exception of Buddhism, which according 
to Zhao is somewhat more active than the other religions. As an example Zhao Bing cites a 
search on the two favorite Weibo 微博 (microblogging) platforms, those of the firms Sina 
and Tencent, that he carried out in January 2014:

Table 6: The Five Religions on the Weibo-Platforms of Sina and Tencent

Sina Weibo Tencent Weibo

Weibo-users*
Weibo-Entries at the time 
of search**

Weibo-users*
Weibo-Entries at the time 
of search**

Buddhism 45,773 29,860,843 12,823 1,981,400

Protestantism 11,536 5,188,017 5,484 389,200

Daoism 3,648 3,109,165 2,509 211,700

Islam 505 1,564,549 9,693 126,700

Catholicism 5,405 2,687,958 1,038 115,900

*  This means the number of Weibo users, in whose profile in the self-portrayal or in the tags (biaoqian 标签)  
    the term “religion” or the name of a specific religion came up.

** This means the total number of Weibo entries on the different religions on the platforms of Sina or Tencent,  
     which the author (Zhao Bing] ascertained by means of the research tool of the respective platform at a  
     specific time (January 8, 2014, 15.30–16.00 hrs.).

Table with notes compiled from Zhao Bing 2015, p. 102, Tables 1 and 2.

Zhao noted, however, that the main emphasis of the virtual activity of the Protestants 
in China shifted between 2011 and 2013 from Weibo to WeChat (Chinese Weixin 微信, 
Instant-messaging-service of Tencent with additional functions).22 – Since this shift cor-
responds to the general trend in the use of social media in Mainland, it could be similar 
for the other religions. 

Whereas Zhao Bing’s study also included private religious internet activities (which are 
possibly in the majority), the China Religion Survey (CRS), presented in paragraph 1.2 
above, gave information on the official internet activity of the registered sites for religious 
activities. According to CRS 2016, 14.4% of Buddhist, 7.0% of Daoist, 0.8% of Muslim, 
6.6% of Catholic and 10.1% of Protestant sites somehow use the Internet.23 If we differenti-
ate according to the type of internet use, we come up with the following picture:

21 Zhao Bing 2015, pp. 100-101.
22 Ibid., p. 102. – As opposed to the open Weibo, WeChat (similar to WhatsApp) is a platform for exchange in closed 

or semi-open groups. 
23 Data from CRS 2016, p. 321, diagram 9.
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Table 7: Type of Official Internet Use by Registered Sites for Religious Activities (%)

 Religious affiliation of the sites
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Official Website 10.5 6.0 0.4 1.8 6.1 6.2

Official Forum / BBS 1.2 1.1 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.7

Official Blog 3.0 2.0 0.4 1.0 0.8 1.6

Official Weibo 3.5 2.0 0.4 1.3 1.3 1.9

Official WeChat / Fetion-Group 7.8 2.6 0.4 2.5 4.7 4.7

Official QQ-Group 6.7 1.1 1.3 5.0 6.7 5.2

Number of questionnaires 1,128 351 472 400 1,163 3,514

Source: CRS 2016, p. 322, Table 1.

Notes [kwt]: BBS = Bulletin Board System; Fetion (chin. Feixin 飞信): an Instant Messaging Service of China 
Mobile; QQ: an older Instant Messaging Service of Tencent.

2 Buddhism, Daoism and Popular Beliefs

For this large sector of religious life in China older surveys such as the Chinese Spiritual 
Life Survey (CSLS) of 2007 still present a certain orientation.24 It came among other things 
to the following results: 

185 million  consider themselves Buddhists, i.e. 18% of the population over 16 years.
17.3 million  have taken the triple refuge (in the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha), i.e. 

have formalized their adherence to Buddhism through ritual.
12 million  of the adult population clearly identify with Daoism.
173 million  have exercised some Daoist practices or participated in them, but these 

are difficult to distinguish from popular religion.

2.1 Buddhism

33,837 registered Buddhist sites for religious activities (SARA database 2017),25 of which:
28,270 Han-Chinese Buddhism (+ 183)
  3,862 Tibetan Buddhism (+ 2)
  1,705 Theravada Buddhism (+ 0)

24 For the CSLS, from May to July 2007, a sample of 7,021 individuals aged 16 to 75 years was interviewed in 56 
selected localities of different size as to their religious self-identification. In July 2010, Yang Fenggang from the 
Center on Religion and Chinese Society at Purdue University (West Lafayette, USA) presented the results of the 
study in Beijing. For CSLS see also Wenzel-Teuber 2012, pp. 30-36.

25 SARA database “Basic Data on the Sites for Religious Activities” at http://sara.gov.cn/csjbxx/index.htm, ac-
cessed on March 28, 2017. The figures in parenthesis show the difference from the last search on March 17, 2016 
(Wenzel-Teuber 2016, p. 27, Table 1).
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222,000 Buddhist monks and nuns (SARA 2014), of whom:
  72,000 Han-Chinese Buddhism
148,000 Tibetan Buddhism
     2,000 Theravada Buddhism

36 Buddhist academies (SARA database 2017)

2.2 Daoism

8,278 registered Daoist sites for religious activities (SARA database 2017), of which:
3,955 Quanzhen-Tradition (+ 10)
4,323 Zhengyi-Tradition (– 1)

48,000 Daoist monks/nuns and priests (daoshi 道士) (SARA 2014)

10 Daoist academies, 4 of which are in preparation (SARA database 2017)

2.3 Popular Beliefs in Zhejiang: A “Cycle of Demolition and Reconstruction”

Interesting numbers come up in an article by Chen Jinguo (Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences) and Lin Minxia (Zhejiang Normal University), which deals with the policy 
towards sites of popular religion in the Province of Zhejiang.

According to the authors, popular beliefs are very influential in the province and more 
widespread than the five major religions taken together. Thus, according to the data of 
the Ethnic and Religious Affairs Committee of Zhejiang Province (in the following abbr. 
as ERAC Zhejiang) in 2010 the five religions together had 10,000 [registered] sites for 
religious activities,26 whereas in 2013, according to a survey of the same committee there 
were 33,678 temples of popular religion each with a ground space of more than 20 sqm 
(cf. Table 8).27 

Table 8: Number of Temples of Popular Religion with over 20 sqm Ground Space in Zhejiang Province in 2013 
according to a Survey of ERAC Zhejiang

Table compiled according to Chen Jinguo – Lin Minxia 2016, p. 197, with data from the website of ERAC Zhe-
jiang, mzw.zj.gov.cn.

26 Chen Jinguo – Lin Minxia 2016, p. 196.
27 Ibid., p. 197, with ref. to the website of ERAC Zhejiang, mzw.zj.gov.cn.

City region Number of temples

Hangzhou 1,253

Huzhou 2,000

Jiaxing 753

Jinhua 5,000

Lishui 3,888

Ningbo 4,058

City region Number of temples

Quzhou 88 (“inexact”)

Shaoxing 1,691

Taizhou 5,686

Wenzhou 8,579

Zhoushan 682

Total 33,678
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In February 2013 the provincial government of Zhejiang initiated the three-year action 
“Three Remodelings, One Demolition” (san gai yi chai 三改一拆), which included the 
remodeling of old residential areas, factory areas and villages within cities, as well as the 
demolition of illegally erected buildings. In the course of this operation many religious 
buildings were also forcibly demolished by the authorities. The media coverage, especially 
in other countries, concentrated on the actions against Christian churches and the com-
pulsory removal of church crosses.28 According to Chen and Lin, however, the sites of 
popular religion were one of the main targets of san gai yi chai. According to data of ERAC 
Zhejiang quoted by the authors, by August 2014 illegal religious and popular religious 
buildings with a total ground space of 1.340.000 sqm had been demolished. Chen and Lin 
point out that of these only 2.3% were illegal Protestant buildings, whereas in the city of 
Taizhou over 1,200 and in the city of Wenzhou over 800 popular religious sites had been 
demolished.29

According to Chen and Lin, time and again in campaigns in Zhejiang since the 1980s 
tens of thousands of small temples and shrines of popular religion were demolished by the 
authorities but often just as quickly rebuilt. The authors speak of a “cycle of demolition and 
reconstruction.” As an example they give figures from the city region of Taizou: Over the 
past 20 years altogether more than 6,600 small temples were demolished there, 4,918 of 
them in the years 2000–2001 and 1,200 in the years 2013–2014. In spite of the clearing ac-
tions of the years 2000–2001, in 2005 there were again 4,170 small temples to be found.30 

To give some idea of the demolition actions in 2013 and 2014, Chen and Lin cite the 
following figures from bulletins of city and county governments in Zhejiang concern-
ing their actions in the context of san gai yi chai: The County of Ninghai (Ningbo City) 
determined the formula “Per town one church, per 5–10 villages one temple, per village 
one belief site.” In 2013 alone, 230 religious and popular religious sites were demolished 
or regulated, whereby the number of sites was reduced by more than 20%. In the admin-
istrative region of Taizhou City, within two days on September 17/18, 2013, 96 so called 
illegal religious and popular religious sites were demolished and by October 23, 2013 a 
total of 158 sites had been destroyed. In 2013 Sanmen County (Taizhou City) carried out a 
“month of county-wide concentrated advancing of the regulation of illegal temples,” in the 
course of which a demolition squad of a thousand men “regulated” 102 temples.31 Chen 
and Lin learned from representatives of the authorities in Taizhou and Jiaxing that many 
villages preferred to fulfil the demolition quota by taking down old temples with heritage 

28 On the measures taken against Christian churches in Zhejiang in connection with san gai yi chai cf. the reports 
and documentation in China heute 2014, No. 2, pp. 72-75 and 91-93; No. 3, pp. 143-145 and 165-170; 2015, No. 
2, pp. 72-75; No. 3, pp. 140-143 and 157-161. The demolition of the Protestant church in Sanjiang on 28 April 
2014 had a signal effect. An unknown number of other church buildings were demolished. However, the forced 
removal of crosses from roofs and towers between spring 2014 and the beginning of 2016 reached a far higher 
degree. Around 1,500–1,700 churches, mainly of Protestant parishes were affected (the proportion of Catholic 
parishes affected was around 10% by the beginning of August 2014). The majority of the churches affected were 
officially registered. In all, the measures taken against churches appear to have taken place mainly at a later time 
than the demolitions of sites of popular religion reported by Chen and Lin. 

29 Chen Jinguo – Lin Minxia 2016, p. 200.
30 Ibid., p. 199. As source for these figures the authors cite information from the then director of the bureau for 

ethnic and religious affairs of Taizhou City in 2014, as well as a study by Zeng Chuanhui 曾传辉 in 2009.
31 Chen Jinguo – Lin Minxia 2016, p. 200.
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value, rather than new buildings bearing donor plaques. Chen and Lin write that destruc-
tion of the “ecology of traditional beliefs”32 and historical cultural monuments, as well as 
social conflict in the face of this campaign of temple demolition was inevitable. According 
to their description, some authorities and party media began in early 2014 to warn of the 
destruction of listed monuments in the course of san gai yi chai. On September 17, 2014 
the Office of the People’s Government of Zhejiang published “Opinions on Strengthening 
the Administration of Popular Belief Affairs,” and on November 17, 2014 ERAC Zhejiang 
published “Measures for the Registration and Administration of the Serial Numbers of 
Sites for Popular Belief Activities of Zhejiang Province.”33 Chen and Lin describe that as 
an attempt to reduce the “crisis in governance” caused by san gai yi chai, by creating a legal 
basis by which dealing with popular religious affairs can be included within the frame-
work of the regular tasks of the government authorities.34

3 Confucianism 

In Mainland China Confucianism is not classified as a religion. The Blue Book of Reli-
gions of the Chinese Academy of Social Science, however, in the last few years has always 
included a chapter on Confucianism in its annual publications. In the Blue Book of 2016, 
Yang Li took up the situation of the Confucian temples (wenmiao 文庙) in detail. In the 
imperial city, these were generally state establishments and served the ritual veneration of 
Confucius; instruction often took place there, as well as examinations of civil servants. 

According to data cited by Yang Li, before 1949 there were 1,749 wenmiao in all of China. 
Today there are around 500. Of these, about 60 are fully preserved, 109 are preserved to 
a large extent, in 53 temples the central building group is still intact while in a further 
287 temples there are only some separate buildings left, such as the dacheng dian 大成殿 
(Hall of Great Perfection). Yang’s article also has a list with the numbers of original and 
preserved wenmiao by province.35

According to Yang Li, efforts to revive (religious) Confucianism (rujiao 儒教), already 
going on for some time in academic and popular circles, grew into a broader movement 
after Xi Jinping’s “Qufu speech” in 2013. Now many of the scholars who tend towards Con-
fucianism are of the opinion that the wenmiao, “formerly the most significant representa-
tives of the faith and holy places of Confucianism” should be no longer just tourist attrac-

32 Chen Jinguo – Lin Minxia 2016, p. 200. The term “religious ecology” (zongjiao shengtai lun 宗教生态论) is a 
relatively new concept used by some Chinese religious scholars. Mou Zhongjian 牟钟鉴 advocates, for instance, 
support of popular religion in order to restore the balance of religious ecology which – as he sees it – had been 
disturbed by the enormous growth of Protestantism. He argues that this growth had become possible because of 
the efforts to eradicate popular religion which had curbed the spread of Protestantism before. Cf. Gaenssbauer 
2015, p. 87.

33 Chen Jinguo – Lin Minxia 2016, p. 200. The text of both documents is appended to their article, on pp. 208-215.
34 Ibid., p. 196. – Chen Jinguo had early on made his name with research into the way authorities deal with popular 

religiosity. Cf. the discussion of an article by Chen Jinguo in Philipp Hetmanczyk, “Administrative Neuerungen 
gegenüber ‘volksreligiösen Versammlungsstätten.’ Zum religionspolitischen Status der Volksreligion in China” 
(Administrative Innovations Regarding “Sites for Popular Belief Activities.” On the Status of Popular Religion in 
Religious Policy in China), in: China heute 2011, No. 2, pp. 103-106.

35 Yang Li 2016, pp. 177-178. In support of these figures Yang indicates a source published in 2011.
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tions subject to the cultural authorities, but should regain their historic role, Yang writes.36 
For the future development of the wenmiao Yang makes the following recommendations 
among others to politics: Confucius temples that are still used for other purposes should 
be restored, maintained and – “like Buddhist temples or churches” – be made accessible to 
the public without admission tickets. In addition, in Yang’s opinion, practice of the ritual 
veneration of Confucius should be standardized for the entire country.37

4 Islam

In the multi-ethnic State of the People’s Republic of China, ten ethnic groups are con-
sidered Muslim. In the statistics presented by Chinese authorities and academics their 
population numbers are generally equated with that of the Muslims in China. The figures, 
therefore, do not take into account the members of these ten ethnic groups who do not 
practice Islam or who profess a different religion, nor converts to Islam from traditionally 
non-Muslim ethnic groups. 

According to the census of 2010, approximately 23 million people belong to the 10 eth-
nic groups rated as Muslim, that is 1.74% of the total population,38 distributed as follows:

Table 9: Muslim Population according to Ethnicity

Ethnicity Population in 2010 (persons) Percentage of the total Muslim population (%)

Hui 10,586,000 45.74

Uyghur 10,069,000 43.51

Kazakh 1,462,600 6.32

Dongxiang 621,500 2.69

Kirghiz 186,700 Less than 1

Salar 130,600 Less than 1

Tajik 51,100 Less than 1

Uzbek 10,600 Less than 1

Bao’an 20,000 Less than 1

Tatar 3,556 Less than 1

Data: 2010 census. Table compiled according to Liu Xiaochun 2014, p. 71.

In addition in the People’s Republic of China there are

35,000 larger and smaller mosques (SARA 2014)
40,000 mosques, 24,000 of which in Xinjiang, as well as around one hundred mosques 

for women (Guo–Xinhua 2016)
50,000 ahongs (imams) and mullahs (SARA 2014)
10 Qur’an institutes (SARA database 2017)

36 Yang Li 2016, pp. 174-175.
37 Ibid., pp. 192-193.
38 Liu Xiaochun 2014, pp. 70-71. – In 2014, in the periodical Huizu yanjiu , Liu Xiaochun of the Tangshan Normal 

University published an analysis of the population structure of the members of ethnic groups rated as Muslim, 
based on the data of the last, 6th, national population census in China of 2010. This was given in Wenzel-Teuber 
2016, pp. 30-34.
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5 Christianity

5.1 Attitude of University Students towards Christianity

In view of the discussion in Chinese politics regarding religious infiltration, Chinese aca-
demics are inquiring further into the development of Christianity in Chinese universities. 
In an essay published in 2016, the sociologist Li Ding (Renmin University) examined how 
the influence of Christian missionary activities in universities in Beijing affected the at-
titude of the students towards Christianity. He referred to the data from various surveys, 
including in particular the “Beijing College Students Panel Survey” (BCSPS, 首都大学

生成长跟踪调查). In this survey, conducted by the National Survey Research Center of 
Renmin University, a sample of 5,100 students from two different years (beginning of 
studies in benke 本科 / Bachelor courses in fall 2006 and 2008) at 15 Beijing universities 
was repeatedly questioned on different topics over five consecutive years (2009–2013), 
thus beyond graduation.39 Among other things the students were asked about their re-
ligious beliefs, e.g. how often and where they participated in religious activities – and 

39 On this study, see Li Ding 2016, p. 50, as well as Wu Xiaogang 吴晓刚, 中国当代的高等教育、精英形成与社会
分层 – 来自 “首都大学生成长追踪调查” 的初步发现 (Higher Education, Elite Formation and Social Stratifi-
cation in Contemporary China), in: Shehui 社会 (Chinese Journal of Sociology) 36 (2016) 3, pp. 1-31, online at 
http://html.rhhz.net/society/html/20160301.htm.

One of the approx. 100 women’s mosques in China – here in Henan Province. They are a peculiarity of Chi-
nese Islam. Photo: Ariane Reimers.
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how often they were the subject of [Christian] mission activity (bei chuanjiao 被传教) (cf. 
Table 10).

Table 10: Percentage and Absolute Number of Students Surveyed at Beijing Universities who were the Sub-
ject of Mission Activities (BCSPS, 2012 Survey of the 2008 Courses), according to Li Ding 2016)

University Missioned (%) Missioned (number) Foreign students (number) 

Peking University 73.8 221 2,359

Renmin University of China 66.2 219 1,527

Qinghua University 60.0 225 2,353

Beihang University 59.6 141 648

Beijing Institute of Technology 56.4 149 328

North China University of Technol-
ogy

42.6 136

Beijing University of Chemical 
Technology

48.2 137 102

Beijing University of Posts and Tele-
communications

38.6 114 136

Beijing Institute of Petrochemical 
Technology

31.3 131

Beijing University of Agriculture 21.6 125

Beijing Language and Culture 
University

63.6 140 1,824

Communication University of China 41.5 118 191

Capital University of Economics and 
Business

33.3 123

Minzu University of China 49.6 135

China University of Mining and 
Technology

63.2 125 120

Total 47.2 2,235

Data: BCSPS; number of foreign students according to Jiaoyubu zhishu gaoxiao 2012 nian jiben qingkuang 
tongji ziliao huibian 教育部直属高校2012年基本情况统计资料汇编 (Statistical Data on the Situation of Uni-
versities under the Ministry of Education in 2012).

Li Ding 2016, p. 50, Table 2, excerpt (only the data from the 2012 survey of the 2008 courses were taken from 
the original table; the data from the 2012 survey of the 2006 courses as well as from the 2011 survey of the 
2008 courses were omitted).

Li found that, according to BCSPS the percentage of students surveyed who had been on 
the receiving end of missionary work in the “211 universities” (key universities receiving 
priority support from the state) was at 56%, higher than in the non-“211 universities” 
(39%). It was especially high in the elite universities – Peking University, Renmin Univer-
sity and Qinghua University. According to Li’s analysis this is due among other things to 
the fact that the elite universities have many foreign students and lecturers and teaching 
staff who have been trained in other countries, as well as international exchange pro-
grams, which means that there is a circle of persons who have possibly come into contact 
with Christianity and hence potentially come into question as missionaries.40 According 
to Li, however, the data from the BCSPS show that the greater the percentage of students 

40 Li Ding 2016, pp. 50-51.
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at a university who were the subjects of Christian missionary activity, the lower the per-
centage of students at that university who are believing Protestants.41 Also according to 
BCSPS, although 30% of the students show some interest in Christianity and its culture, 
only about 1% of those who were subjects of missionary activities show a greater interest 
in the content brought by the missionary activity. Li attributes this among other things to 
the at times “coarse” mission methods.42 

During the BCSPS surveys in 2012, students from the 2008 courses indicated belief in 
the following religions (in brackets the numbers for the 2006 courses): Buddhism 13.5% 
(17.3%), Daoism 3.3% (4.4%), folk beliefs 1.5% (1.5%), Islam 1.5% (1.5%), Catholicism 
1% (1%) and Protestantism 2.8% (2.3%). In the 2008 courses there were additionally 0.3% 
Orthodox Christians, 0.3% other Christians, 0.1% Jews and 0.1% Hindus. With that, ac-
cording to Li Ding, the number of Christians in the Beijing universities was just as high or 
higher than the national population average.43 According to Li, surveys at universities in 
other regions of China (cf. Table 11) show a similar picture: though they differ in method 
and exhibit regional peculiarities, Li finds that in all of them the percentage of students 
who believe in Protestant Christianity is higher than the national average of the general 
population and the proportion of Christians in general is comparatively high among stu-
dents who believe in a religion. The comparatively high probability of university students 
believing in Christianity is a warning “to reconsider more deeply the multifaceted rela-
tionship and interaction between socio-economic status and religious belief,” Li argues.44

In the résumé of his article (which contains figures of many detailed questions), Li 
Ding comes to the conclusion that mission activities have become a part of the students’ 
daily life. However, as Li observes, this leads neither to the students converting en masse 
to Christianity nor to their endorsement of an expansion of Christianity. China’s universi-
ties, according to Li, are not likely to become Christian in the near future, especially since 
the university Party organizations and the pluralizing of the campus culture present a 
counterweight and, according to surveys, 70% of Beijing’s university students apply for 
membership in the Communist Party of China. Therefore, according to Li, the persons 
and authorities responsible for the politico-ideological formation do not need to worry 
excessively and certainly not to “blindly suppress and forbid.” The State, says Li, ought to 
regulate the mission activities on the campus according to the law, “include the religious 
activities and sites within [!] and in the neighbourhood of the universities within the scope 
of [official] administration and service,” as well as promote the students’ understanding of 
religious belief and culture, so as to educate an elite for the building up of socialism and 
international cooperation who will accept a pluralism of cultures and values.45

In addition, in 2011, Li Ding collaborated in a study of Sun Shangyang (Peking Uni-
versity), in which 2000 students from B.A.-, M.A-, and doctoral studies from 13 Beijing 
universities (7 of which are not included in BCSPS) were surveyed regarding their attitude 

41 Li Ding 2016, p. 55.
42 Ibid., p. 56.
43 Ibid., p. 52.
44 Ibid., p. 53.
45 Ibid., p. 60.
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to the meaning of life and religion. Over 95% of the students surveyed stated that they 
often or sometimes reflect on the meaning of life. 7% indicated belief in Buddhism, 4% 
in Confucianism, 2.7% in Daoism, 2.9% in Protestantism, 1.0% in Catholicism and 2.1% 
in Islam. On the question: “If you do not believe in any religion, which of the following 
religions interest you most?” 31.5% of those asked chose Buddhism, 10.2% Daoism, 3.3% 
Islam, 17.6% Christianity, 7.9% Confucianism, 6.6% for all these religions and 21.9% for 
none of these religions.46

46 Sun Shangyang – Li Ding 2011, pp. 49 and 51.

Table 11: Religious Situation of University Students in the Regions of China (Compilation of the Results of Dif-
ferent Surveys according to Li Ding 2016)

Region Year Percentage 
of those 
believing in 
a religion 
(%)

Percent-
age of 
Christians 
(%)

Number 
of uni-
versities 
surveyed

Size 
of the 
sample

Source

Zhe-
jiang 2009 11.7 2.86 3 500

Wang Shihua 汪士华 – Chen 
Zhenliang 陈真亮 2009

Wen-
zhou 2010 15.2 5.53* 3+ 1,790

Chen Jianyong 陈建勇 – Ying 
Julin 应巨林 2011

Jilin 2010 10.1 3.24 7 1,326
Zhao Liang 赵良 – Wen 
Chengtao 温成涛 2011

Hefei 2005 6.8 2.08 3 960
Shao Yijiang 邵一江 – Wang 
Xun 王迅 2006

Guang-
zhou 2007–2008 19.0 11.3** 10 979 Kou Ailin 寇爱林 et al. 2009

Shang-
hai 2014 17.0 2.5 6 600 Liu Fuzhong 刘福忠 2015

Shaan-
xi 2013 15.0 3.3 15 1,444 Wang Yongzhi 王永智 2014

Shan xi 2012–2013 4.8 1.3 8 1,007 Liu Xiaoyan 刘晓燕 2013

Guang-
xi 2012–2013 44.4 11.8 6 1,372 Zhao Lugui 赵录贵 et al. 2014

Fujian 2010 41.4 7.0 3 532
Bao Zhenxing 鲍振兴 – Zhang 
Fengying 张凤英 et al. 2011

Henan 2010 18.3 8.82 all 985 Song Lili 宋丽丽 2010

Hubei 2010 8.91 1.16 13 2,064
Gong Shengsheng 龚胜生 et 
al. 2012

Hunan 2006 10.2 1 695
Wu Xiaolin 吴小林 – Liu Lifu 刘
立夫 2007

Yunnan 2014 28.8 2.83 5 1,906
Yang Yongjian 杨永建 et al. 
2014

*   Total percentage for Protestants and Catholics; Protestants 4.58%, Catholics 0.95%.

** Total percentage for Protestants and Catholics; Protestants 8.78%, Catholics 2.55%.

Note [Li Ding]: In the majority of surveys, the method of survey sampling is not clear, in most cases no prob-
ability sampling was conducted. Results only for information.

Table with notes taken from Li Ding 2016, p. 54. Ibid., p. 60 has the bibliographical details for the sources 
given in the table. 
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5.2 Protestant Church(es)

Believers

20 Mio.  Protestant Christians, of whom 70% are in rural areas, according to the 
information of the official Protestant bodies – Three-Self Patriotic Move-
ment and China Christian Council.47

23.05 Mio.  consider themselves Protestant Christians (independently of whether they 
belong to an official or an unofficial group), of these 67.5% are baptized – 
according to a household survey conducted in 2008/2009 by the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS 2010).48 SARA 2014 also gives the 
figure 23 Mio. 

23–40 Mio. Protestant Christians (1.7–2.9% of the population) is the figure given by 
the state-run Global Times as the consensus of academic experts at a sym-
posium held in Shanghai on 5/6 August 2014 for the 60th anniversary of 
the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China.49

26 Mio.  Protestant Christians (1.97% of the total population) is estimated by Lu 
Yunfeng – Zhang Chunni 2016 on the basis of CFPS and CGSS (for de-
tails, see above).

58.04 Mio.  Protestant Christians (4.3% of the population) is the estimate of the Pew 
Forum on Religion & Public Life (PFRPL 2011).

Some international estimates of differing origin are even higher. One example is the evan-
gelical mission organization Asia Harvest which arrives at 83.5 million Protestant Chris-
tians in Mainland China.50

Furthermore in the Protestant Churches in China there are 
21  (official) theological seminaries (CCC-TSPM 2013; SARA database 2017) 
 with 300 teachers and 3,700 students (CCC-TSPM 2013).
56,000 churches and meeting places (SARA 2014).
48,000 male and female pastors and preachers (SARA 2014).

5.3 Catholic Church

The following numbers on the Catholic Church in Mainland China in 2016 are based – 
alongside the sources already named – on the data of the Holy Spirit Study Centre (HSSC)51 

47 For some years these figures have been on the website of the official Protestant bodies at www.ccctspm.org/
quanguolianghui/lianghuijianjie.html (last accessed on March 29, 2017).

48 The results of the CASS Study were presented in Malek 2011, pp. 32-33 and 51-53. For the resulting discussion cf. 
Wenzel-Teuber 2012, pp. 30-32.

49 Chang Meng, “Protestants in China estimated at 23–40 million”, Global Times Aug. 7, 2014, www.globaltimes.cn/
content/874757.shtml.

50 https://asiaharvest.org/wp-content/uploads/christians-in-china/China.htm (last accessed March 31, 2017). Asia 
Harvest gives 84 Mio. Protestants for China incl. Hong Kong and Macau; after subtracting the numbers given by 
Asia Harvest for Hong Kong and Macau, 83.5 Mio. remain for Mainland China. In the same table the number of 
Catholics in China is given as 21.3 Mio. (Mainland China 20.8 Mio.) It was apparently created around 2011.

51 We thank the Holy Spirit Study Centre for making available their figures for the Catholic Church in Mainland 
China (as of Jan. 4, 2017) quoted in the following.
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of Hong Kong Diocese, which specializes in studies of the Catholic Church in Mainland 
China. We also give the data presented by the official Catholic governing bodies – this 
time according to the working report which Bishop Ma Yinglin, chairman of the (official) 
Chinese Bishops’ Conference and vice chairman of the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Asso-
ciation, presented at the 9th National Assembly of Representatives of the Chinese Catholic 
Church on December 27, 2016 (Ma–PA-BiCo 2016), as well as from the website of the 
two official Catholic governing bodies, www.chinacatholic.cn. Further important sources 
are the reports of the Catholic newspaper Xinde 信德 (Faith) (xdb) based in Shijiazhuang 
(Hebei Province) and its website www.chinacatholic.org (xdo) as well as of the Faith Insti-
tute for Cultural Studies which works under the same roof, those of the Chinese Catho-
lic Research Office (Zhongguo tianzhujiao yanjiushi 中国天主教研究室) which is under 
the umbrella of the Patriotic Association and the official Bishops’ Conference, those of 
the popular Catholic website Zhongguo tianzhu jiao zai xian 中国天主教在线 (cur rently 
www.tianzhujiao.online) as well as of the Catholic news agencies UCAN (Hong  Kong/
Bangkok) and Églises d’Asie (EDA, Paris). For the Catholic Church the numbers reported 
are also contradictory. 

Number of Catholics

9–10.5 Mio.  total number of Catholics, including both the official part of the Church 
and the Catholics in the underground, according to the estimate of the 
HSSC.

over 6 Mio. number of Catholics according to the official Catholic governing bodies 
(Ma–PA-BiCo 2016).

5.7 Mio.   number of Catholics according to SARA 2014.
9 Mio.   Catholics (0.7% of the population) according to estimates by the Pew 

Forum on Religion & Public Life (PFRPL 2011).
Interestingly, the journalist Liu Dong remarked on August 18, 2016 in the Global Times, 
which is close to the Party, that “experts believe” that the Underground Church is “consid-
erably larger” than the community “under the supervision of the State sanctioned Chinese 
Catholic Patriotic Association,” for whose members Liu gave the number of 5.5 Mio.

Dioceses

144  (112 dioceses and 32 other administrative regions) (according to HSSC, corre-
sponding to the status of the Catholic hierarchy in 1951)

96  according to numbers of the official Church (HSSC)

Bishops

109 (88 in ministry, 21 not in ministry) (HSSC), of whom
72 bishops in the official Church (64 in ministry, 8 not in ministry) (HSSC)
37 bishops in the underground Church (24 in ministry, 13 not in ministry) (HSSC) 

65 number of bishops according to data of the official Church (Ma–PA-BiCo 2016)
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The official Bishop (not recognized by the Pope) Tu Shihua died on January 4, 2017. In 
counting the bishops, HSSC took January 4, 2017 as cut-off date, and thus no longer 
counted Bishop Tu, whereas Ma–PA-BiCo 2016 gives the status on December 27, 2016, 
before the death of Bishop Tu. 

Since the death of Bishop Tu, there are now only 7 Chinese bishops not recognized by 
the Pope. 

According to media reports, in recent years additionally more than 20 priests have been 
appointed as bishops by the Pope but they have not yet been accepted by the government 
as episcopal candidates (UCAN March 3, 2017). Many dioceses are vacant.

Priests

2,500  in the official Church (HSSC) 
1,300  in the underground Church (HSSC)
3,100 number of priests according to data of the official Church (Ma–PA-BiCo 2016) 

– this number is higher than that given by HSSC for the official Church

Seminaries and Seminarians

9  major seminaries – HSSC, Ma–PA-BiCo 2016 and SARA database 2017 give the 
same number.52 There are 464 (HSSC) or 468 (Ma–PA-BiCo 2016) seminarians 
studying in the 9 seminaries.

20  minor seminaries with 300 seminarians (HSSC) 
10  underground seminaries with 200 seminarians (HSSC) 

Sisters

3,170  in the official Church in around 87 congregations (HSSC, figures from 2015)
1,391  in the underground Church in around 37 congregations (HSSC, figures from 

2015)
5,800  in 75 congregations (Ma–PA-BiCo 2016) – astonishingly, this number is higher 

than that of the HSSC for sisters in the official Church and in the underground 
Church taken together 

Churches 

over 6,000  churches and oratories (Ma–PA-BiCo 2016)

Social Engagement

259 non-profit charity organizations, including 121 homes for the aged, 8 hospitals, 
99 outpatient clinics, 10 orphanages, 13 nursery schools, 8 charitable foundations 
(Ma–PA-BiCo 2016)

52 Ma–PA-BiCo 2016 gives the names of 8 of the 9 seminaries, among them the major seminary of Jilin which, how-
ever, does not appear in the list in the SARA database 2017.
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185  Mio. RMB were donated by the Catholic Church in the whole of China over the 
past 6 years for charitable purposes such as catastrophe aid, poverty alleviation, 
etc. (Ma–PA-BiCo 2016)

Patriotic Organizations

619 of which 561 Patriotic Associations at district and county levels (Ma–PA-BiCo 
2016)

Baptisms

For Easter – the most important baptismal date of the year – the Faith Institute for Cul-
tural Studies and the Chinese Catholic Research Office compiled the statistics of baptisms 
in 2016. It was the 9th consecutive survey of Easter baptisms in the Catholic Church of 
Mainland China.

According to this data, at Easter 2016, 19,615 persons were baptized in the Catholic 
parishes of Mainland China (cf. Table 12), almost as many as at Easter 2015 (19,681 bap-
tisms). Baptisms in the underground parishes are probably only partially recorded. Since 
in some dioceses baptism is administered several times a year, the numbers for Easter do 
not give an idea of the total number of baptisms. In fact the majority of catechumens are 
not baptized at Easter but spread out over the year, as noted by the report accompanying 
the statistics in Xinde. The majority of those baptized at Easter 2016 were adults, accord-
ing to the report, thus first generation Christians. A fifth of all Easter baptisms took place 
in Hebei, the province with the highest percentage of Catholic population (xdb April 21, 
2016).

In Hong Kong around 3,200 persons received the sacrament of baptism in Catholic 
churches at Easter 2016. That was half of the 6,633 baptisms in the Hong Kong Diocese for 
that year. (Fides March 17, 2016; Feb. 23, 2017).

In Singapore – where around three quarters of the population are Chinese – 1,127 adults 
were baptized in Catholic parishes at Easter 2016. Before baptism, the baptismal candi-
dates have to attend a catechumenate course of over one year, the RCIA (Rite of Chris-
tian Initiation of Adults). The Catholic Church in Singapore numbers 360,000 faithful. In 
2015, according to the data of the Singapore Bureau of Statistics 18.8% of the population 
were Christians of various denominations, 43.2% were Buddhists/Daoists, 14% Muslim, 
5% Hindu, 0.6% adherents of other religions and 18.5% had no religion. (EDA March 21, 
2016).

Deceased Bishops in 2016

Zeng Jingmu 曾景牧, Thomas (1919–2016), Yujiang (JX).
Zhang Huaixin 张怀信, Thomas (1925–2016), Anyang (Hen).
Huang Shoucheng 黄守城, Vincent (1923–2016), Mindong (FJ).
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Province /
Metropolis

Diocese Number

Anhui 138

Beijing 498

Chongqing
Chongqing 300

Wanzhou 445

Fujian
total 
905

Fuzhou 680

Minbei 21

Mindong 34

Xiamen 170

Gansu
total 
290

Lanzhou 126

Pingliang 58

Tianshui 106

Guangdong
total 
1,029

Guangzhou 274

Jiangmen 25

Meizhou 47

Shantou 224

Shenzhen 95

Zhanjiang 364

Guangxi
total 
381

Beihai 101

Guilin 12

Nanning 239

Wuzhou 29

Guizhou 140

Hainan 12

Hebei
total
4,063

Baoding 98

Cangzhou (incl. 
Langfang)

550

Chengde 110

Handan 821

Hengshui 194

Shijia zhuang 167

Tangshan 186

Xingtai 1,826

Zhangjiakou 111

Heilongjiang 238

Henan
total
991

Anyang 555

Kaifeng 5

Nanyang 83

Puyang 81

Shangqiu 103

Xinxiang 50

Xinyang 34

Zhengzhou 57

Zhumadian 23

Hubei
total
586

Chibi 110

Jingzhou [Shashi] 30

Wuhan 180

Xiangfan 40

Yichang 226

Hunan 113

Jiangsu

total

370

Haimen 45

Nanjing 90

Suzhou 58

Xuzhou 177

Province /
Metropolis

Diocese Number

Jiangxi 155

Jilin 775

Liaoning 570

Inner Mongolia
total
590

Bameng 81

Baotou 92

Chifeng 65

Hohhot 211

Jining 141

Ningxia 98

Qinghai 9

Shaanxi
total
1,144

Ankang 39

Fengxiang 73

Hanzhong 98

Sanyuan 170

Weinan 194

Xi’an 163

Yan’an 275

Zhouzhi 132

Shandong
total
1,124

Heze 123

Jinan 200

Liaocheng 124

Linyi 245

Qingdao 90

Weifang 54

Yantai 7

Yanzhou 88

Zibo [Zhoucun] 193

Shanghai 1,143

Shanxi
total
1,436

Changzhi 60

Datong 36

Fenyang 221

Jinzhong 108

Linfen 108

Shuozhou 204

Taiyuan 534

Xinzhou 40

Yuncheng 125

Sichuan
total
840

Chengdu 312

Leshan 178

Nanchong 260

Xichang 55

Yibin 35

Tianjin 128

Tibet Auton. Region 0

Xinjiang 50

Yunnan
total
305

Dali 140

Kunming 117

Zhaotong 48

Zhejiang
total
749

Hangzhou 128

Ningbo 229

Taizhou 12

Wenzhou 380

Total 19,615

Table 12: Baptisms in the Dioceses of Mainland China at Easter 2016

Source: xdb April 21, 2016; online at www.chinacatholic.org/News/show/id/35003.html.
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Zhu Weifang 朱维方, Vincent (1927–2016), Wenzhou (ZJ).
Xu Jiwei 徐吉伟, Anthony (1935–2016), Taizhou (ZJ).
Tong Hui 童辉, Francis (1933–2016), Yan’an (Yulin, SN).

Episcopal Ordinations in 2016

Ding Lingbin 丁令斌, Peter (b. July 20, 1962), Changzhi (SX), November 10.
Tang Yuange 唐远阁, Joseph (b. November 17, 1963), Chengdu (SC), November 30.
Wang Xiaoxun 王晓勋, John Baptist (b. January 19, 1966), Ankang (SN), November 30.
Lei Jiapei 雷家培, John (b. June 1970), Xichang (SC), December 2.

Priestly Ordinations

61 deacons were ordained priests in Mainland China in 2016 (see Table 13). In 2015 there 
were 59,53 in 2014 there were 78, in 2013 there were 66 and in 2012 there were 78 priestly 
ordinations. The number was taken from different sources and is certainly incomplete; 
therefore ordinations from the Underground Church may be added. According to some 
reports, there were isolated instances of members of religious congregations among the 
new priests. One third (21 out of 61) of the new priests of 2016 was ordained in the dio-
ceses of Hebei Province. Priestly vocations are decreasing on the whole.

Catholic Church in Hong Kong

The Hong Kong Catholic Church Directory 2017 gives the following data for the Catholic 
Diocese of Hong Kong (Status on August 31, 2016, here quoted from Hong Kong Sunday 
Examiner March 4, 2017 and Fides Feb. 23, 2017):
Catholics 591,000, of whom
– local  389,000
– temporary residents 166,000  Filipino/as and       

   36,000   other nationalities
Baptismal candidates   10,464
Catechists        1,558
Priests            288 (68 diocesan priests and 220 religious priests from 18 congregations)
Sisters            469 from 27 congregations
Permanent deacons    25
Seminarians        24
Novices        28 (13 men, 15 women)

53 Wenzel-Teuber 2016, p. 39, gives only 53 priestly ordinations for 2015; later additions by the HSSC brought the 
total number of priestly ordinations to 59.
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Table 13: Priestly Ordinations in the Catholic Church of Mainland China in 2016

Province /
Metropolis

Diocese Number of 
ordained

Date of 
ordination

Names of those ordained

Beijing Beijing 2 June 11 Li Wenyu 李文雨, Zhang Bo 章博

Chongqing
Chong qing 1 May 24 Peng Yueyu 彭跃余

Wanzhou 1 April 25 Chen Xianjin 陈先进

Fujian

Fuzhou 2 Oct. 4 Fan Ke 范科, Mei Zhengjun 梅正军

Mindong 1 Jan. 6 Ruan Changzhao 阮昌照

Xiamen 1 Jan. 6 He Longge 何龙格

Gansu
Pingliang 1 March 23 Wen Bin 温斌

Tianshui 1 Oct. 30 Yuan Qiangqiang 贠强强

Hebei

Baoding 1 Nov. 30 Zhang Fei 张飞

Handan 5 Nov. 19 Dai Xianglu 代向路, Ji Jinchong 冀进宠, Jin Jing-
chong 金敬冲, Wu Shangwang 武赏望, Yuan 
Xianyi 袁献仪

Jingxian 1 Jan. 6 Zhang Yulai 张玉来

Xianxian 4 Sept. 8 Chen Shoudong 陈寿栋, Gu Qinghui 顾清辉, 
Sun Shouhui 孙守辉, Zhu Ershuai 朱二帅

1 Dec. 8 Xi Jianchun 席建春

Xingtai/
Weixian

4 Aug. 2 Chen Boquan 陈博全, Di Jixing 邸计星, Liu 
Zengxin 刘增信, Shen Tongyang 申同阳 

Zhaoxian 3 Aug. 23 Mi Tao 米桃, Niu Yanfei 牛彦飞, Shen Hai bing 
申海冰 

Not specified 2 April 25 Not specified

Henan Xinxiang 2 June 14 Li Shanlin 李山林, Wu Yongheng 吴永恒 

Jiangsu
Nanjing 2 April 16 Zhao Feng 赵峰, Zhou Yongming 周永明

Xuzhou 1 Dec. 16 Shao Zhuyuan 邵珠远

Liaoning Shenyang 1 April 25 Li Zhenqiang 李振强

Inner Mon-
golia

Bameng 1 Oct. 18 Shi Zhenxian 时振先

Chifeng 2 Aug. 5 Zhao Hailin 赵海林, Zhu Dongming 朱东明

Shaanxi
Xi’an 1 June 18 Pang Hongwei 庞红卫

Zhouzhi 2 Nov. 19 Lu Achang 卢阿昌, Ma Hongbin 马宏斌

Shanxi
Jinzhong 1 May 24 Han Bo 韩博

Taiyuan 3 Nov. 19 Dang Xianli 党贤利, Guo Xiaowen 郭晓文, Li 
Yonglong 李永龙 

Tianjin Tianjin 2 April 2 Li Yue 李岳, Wang Kun 王昆

Yunnan

Dali 2 May 24 Ma Yongping 马永平 (Tibetan), Mao Qiao shun 
毛桥顺 (Jingpo-Nationality) 

Kunming 7 May 24 Bi Hezhong 毕何忠 (Yi-Nationality), Deng Jin-
min 邓金敏 (Miao-Natio nality), He Yingping 何
应平 (Yi), Tao Guangrong 陶光荣 (Miao), Tao 
Youde 陶有德 (Miao), Xiong Zhenglin 熊正林 
(Miao), Yang Wei ming 杨伟明 (Miao) 

Zhejiang
Wenzhou 3 April 30 Cai Zhengyou 蔡正佑, Lin Yi 林毅, Song Shan-

xun 宋善训

Total 61

Sources (2016): catholic-bj.org June 11; chinacatholic.cn Jan. 11; April 25; May 28; Oct. 20; duxuan.cn Aug. 
23; hncatholic.com June 15; jstzj.org Dec. 19; lnjq.org April 25; tianzhujiao.online April 30; xdo April 17; May 
25; June 18; Sept. 12; Nov. 20, 22, 23, 24; Dec. 1; http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_500cf6040102w1en.html; 
http://news.wewen.io/articles/46529652 and others.
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In the last six years, more than 6,000 persons were baptized annually in the Catholic par-
ishes of Hong Kong, approximately half of them adults. From August 2015 to August 2016, 
according to the statistics the number of Catholics in Hong Kong increased by 5,000. Ac-
cording to the Hong Kong Sunday Examiner, however, the number attending church in the 
parishes on Sunday has not increased accordingly.

The Diocese of Hong Kong runs 19 hospitals and specialized clinics, 26 rehabilitation 
centers, 249 educational establishments with 150,640 pupils, 14 centers for the elderly and 
42 family centers. 
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